October 15, 2021

The emails below, in chronological order, are regarding 50-year-old Reuben Sanchez (732 West Road, Sedro
Woolley, WA 98284) and 15-year-old Apollo Scott (3051 Ridgeview Drive, Sedro Woolley, WA 98284), suspects
in crimes against me and/or on my property from January 29, 2021, to the present. (And, I might add, the only
suspects in these crimes with means, motive, and opportunity.)
Unless noted differently, emails from June 23, 2021 to October 7, 2021 were sent to the email recipient list
above, including Sheriff Bill Elfo, Executive Satpal Sidhu, sergeants, deputies, councilmembers, and the
boardmembers of Glenhaven Lakes Community and Glenroads.
This file, including emails after October 7, 2021, was sent to the email recipient list below:

Except for Sheriff Bill Elfo on September 17, 2021, giving more empty promises to look into WCSO's handling of
issues/incidents, and Deputy Jason Hentz responding to requests for evidence links, I received no other
acknowledgments from any other recipient, including my councilmember, Tyler Byrd.
Any discrepancies between the emails below and the originals are due solely to corrections of typos or
grammatical errors to aid comprehension.

On Wed, Jun 23, 2021 at 5:08 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:

No, Julie, my life isn’t peaceful at all anymore.
The reason you told me I could file for protection orders was because Reuben Sanchez’s alibi for Apollo Scott was
so bogus (you called it "suspicious"), meaning one and/or both were involved. And Reuben never provided an
alibi for himself, even though his alibi for Apollo puts him out and about at the same time I told you I saw the
lights on my property.
So if the alibi is bogus, how can you not be able to question Apollo and/or follow up with Reuben to disprove it?
Just the fact Reuben provided an alibi for Apollo before you even arrived to talk with Apollo that morning, and the
fact Apollo said in the courtroom that he’d never forgive Reuben if he didn’t show up to provide the alibi that day
(which he didn’t) is clear proof Reuben’s lying for Apollo.
And you said you were going to try to get them to turn against each other. What happened to that plan?
I’ll go ahead and file both orders, but this is exactly why Apollo’s gotten away with his sociopathic behavior for the
last 3 years. Adults are all too willing to give him bogus alibis that any good investigator could challenge and
destroy in a heartbeat, and law enforcement is all too willing to let them.
And people like me and those poor animals pay the price.
I have relentless harassment going on every single day, including one man who I think is James Scott, making it
impossible for me to be outside on my property.
And all law enforcement can offer is endless delays on doing what you say you’ll do, until the window of
opportunity has passed. Each time you’ve told me you’d talk with Reuben and Apollo, I get my hopes up that this
nightmare will end. And each time, you then tell me you don’t have time to follow through and will "try" to talk
with them when you’re back on shift, which never happens.
Do you not have trained investigators who could question Reuben? I could have broken his alibi apart with two
key questions, so why can’t your investigators do that?
It seems to me everyone wants to stay best friends with Reuben and Apollo and hang their victims out to dry,
which just emboldens them to escalate the harassment until someone gets hurt or dies. Jen

On Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 8:12 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:

For the record, Julie:
I don’t know if your statement about Sanchez agreeing to a polygraph in yesterday’s email is deliberately
dishonest, but in your 6/23 email below you very clearly tell me he refused to do one.
If he agreed to one in a subsequent communication you didn’t tell me about (which I highly doubt, if he’s not
returning your calls), why did you not contact me about my offer to pay for a private polygraph?
By repeatedly promising to reinterview him, which delayed my ability to file for a protection order by over a
month, and by repeatedly failing to follow through on those promises and now closing the file — without asking
James Scott on 5/17 or Tania Scott recently for the security system logs/photos, which record who/when each
occupant exits/returns — law enforcement has, once again, enabled and condoned and supported Apollo Scott’s
ever-escalating pattern of harassment, stalking, destruction, and violence in our community.
Both you and Deputy Thompson refused to do even basic, cursory investigations, and you repeatedly failed to
keep your word about doing the Sanchez follow-up interview, which puts law enforcement’s seal of approval on
his future predations.
Those are all on you. Jen

On Mon, Sep 6, 2021 at 11:34 AM, Jen<jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi, Sean ~
Reuben Sanchez was on my property on West Road this morning, loading the branches/trunks into his truck.
The Glenroads board needs to know that Apollo Scott, Danielle Brocker, and Reuben Sanchez have been
trespassed from my property. They are not allowed to step foot on my property and can be arrested if they
do. (If we obtain a restraining order against Apollo Scott on Thursday, he will go to adult-level prison, which for a
boy of slight build who looks like him would be a fate worse than death [read Beyond OODA for a firsthand
observer's account of that fate]).
If you authorized Mr. Sanchez to pick those up, I'm requesting you send someone else next time. His actions
related to the felony harassment (which the Scotts are now throwing him under the bus for and which an
anonymous informant confirmed he was involved in to law enforcement) were traumatizing to me. Seeing him on
my property today was equally traumatizing.
And, as I said yesterday, I like both you and Dave and won't put myself into an adversarial stance with you over
the signs. But both Glenhaven boards need to be very, very careful when you start selectively enforcing the
rules. (Google "HOA selective enforcement of rules" to see just how much legal/financial liability you can incur
doing that.)
We know many, many Glenroads members are being allowed to not pay dues, some of them for years.
I doubt if a court would look kindly on you enforcing the signs rule against a 67-year-old woman trying to protect
herself/property and warning other community members about Apollo Scott and you turning a blind eye to the
nonpayers' rule violations, for years.
I am going to put the No Trespassing signs on a separate pole near the road in front and leave them on the tree
near the road in back, because putting them 30 feet in doesn't satisfy the "conspicuous" requirement for notifying
trespassers your property is posted. Plus, I have photos of other signs in Glenhaven that aren't 30 feet in.
And, just an FYI, someday when you assess a large amount to Glenroads members to redo our roads, you may also
incur a lawsuit from those of us who have paid our road dues and will have to pay a much larger amount to redo
them because you let the nonpayers skip for so long. And will probably let them skip on the assessment too,
putting even more of a burden on the payers. (My mom lives in an HOA on a private road. She is assessed around
$1,500 every four years to maintain those and even more when they're redone. And she's on a loop that gets
very little traffic.)
If you're not going to enforce the rules equally, regardless of offense, then get rid of them. Because it's just not
right – morally or legally – to enforce them selectively when community members' lives and health are at stake.
I'm not threatening lawsuits in this email, just making you aware of the liability you place Glenroads in when you
selectively enforce rules, ignore nonpayers and force the payers to carry their load, and allow nonbonded
community members to do dangerous work on the roads, like Mr. Sanchez does at night clearing trees in high
winds. Jen
The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing.
EDMUND BURKE

On Mon, Sep 6, 2021 at 6:04 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:

I reported to Deputy Thompson that Reuben Sanchez trespassed on my property today – twice – and stole two
large piles of wood that I'd spent many hours hand-sawing into kindling lengths. He did this in broad daylight,
with no attempt to hide the fact he was trespassing or stealing. (I don't scare easily, but my heart skipped a few
beats when I looked out and saw him blatantly on my property, loading my wood into his truck, which the
Glenroads president, Sean Horton, says he was not authorized to do. I'd never seen the whole Sanchez; he's a
very scary-looking dude.)
I understand you won't allow Deputy Baker to investigate this incident, even though I've filed multiple complaints
with WCSO about Deputy Thompson's negligence and apathy and outright hostility toward me and other
community members, along with his predictable insistence on "there's nothing we can do" (listen to his body cam
conversations from today with me; his forced, jovial tone says one thing and his hostile words say the exact
opposite).
He still flatly denies dismissing my calls – and other community members' calls – and refusing to investigate
steadily escalating incidents between February and April. (If you can guarantee anonymity and confidentiality, I
will give you the name of the reputable law enforcement-related community member who personally witnessed
and told me about this long-standing pattern of behavior by Deputy Thompson. If you truly stand for excellence
and integrity, as your motto states, I would think you'd want to know, not only if it has occurred and is still
occurring, but if it's falsely being denied out of ego or habit. And seriously impacting his ability to do his job,
especially with me.)
I can also tell from what Deputy Thompson said today that he's going to do everything in his power – and ignore
or not investigate or devalue everything he can – to let Sanchez off. So feel free to consider this email prescient.
In the spirit of Terry Mangan and connecting the right dots, Deputy Baker would be far more effective and
objective conducting the investigation of today's trespassing/theft incident because she's already familiar with
and has synthesized the past offenses, while as Deputy Thompson refused to investigate any of the past offenses
so has no dots to connect.
As a short summary that Deputy Thompson would have no knowledge of or inclination to look into:
– Sanchez has been trespassed from my property twice now (5/21 Baker and 8/2 Heinrich) and told to have no
further contact with me (5/23 Baker) – in response, he and his girlfriend, Danielle Broker, and others have waged
a relentless, ongoing, daily campaign of harassment/stalking, detailed in 21A16243 and in 21A24384, and
verbal/physical attacks that continue to this day
– I have over 300 videos of Sanchez's harassment/stalking, from 5/21, when Deputy Baker first interviewed him,
to today, where the videos show him speeding off with my piles of wood
– I have reported to WCSO many incidents of Sanchez driving by, wildly waving signs, or putting signs in the back
of his truck, which Judge Olson stated qualifies as "contact," as does yelling things at me (deputies told me these
did not qualify as "contact")
The relentless chain of offenses from 21A16243 (5/17) to 21A24384 (8/2) to today's incident is unbroken, so I'm
mystified by Deputy Thompson's statement today that Deputy Baker can't (1) investigate today's incident and
simultaneously (2) do the reinterview of Sanchez when she talks with him about today's incident. If she's talking
with him, anyway, why can't she seal the deal on that reinterview?
I'm now over $12,000 in debt from fortifying my property, repairing the damage, and legal fees for just one
AHPO/ASPO against Apollo Scott that Judge Olson will hear this Thursday. If we had Sanchez's reinterview and
an alibi, or lack of alibi for himself, it may aid our efforts to stop the ever-escalating felony harassment. (As
both Deputy Baker and I suspected would happen, Tania Scott is now throwing Sanchez under the bus, accusing

him of being responsible for the 5/17 felony harassment, despite the fact he wouldn't have known where to place
the opossum.) So today's incident is a prime opportunity to wrap all the prior offenses, once and for all.
Even though Deputy Thompson will be talking with Sanchez about today's incident, he refused today to ask him
the questions below that I sent to Deputy Baker, after she promised me on 5/27, 6/2, 6/9, 6/23, and 8/4 that she
would reinterview Sanchez about his bogus and "suspicious" alibi for Scott that "suggests he was involved or
covering for someone in some way" (see 21A16243) and get an alibi for him, after he admitted to being in the
exact same area at the exact same time as the opossum was dumped on my property.

1) If it was so dark (see photos below of lighting near his home) Reuben Sanchez couldn’t see any details or
distinguishing features:
a) How did he see the three boys on West Road, before he went outside?
b) Why would he go outside to confront three strangers?
c) Why did he only grope one boy, instead of all three?
d) Why didn’t he take a flashlight? (As the photos below show, the area around his house is well-lit. Only the
area above my property is very dark, and many videos show no one traverses it without flashlights or headlamps.)
e) Why didn't he just ask the boys who they were and what they were doing, especially since both Danielle
Brocker and he stated that one of them greeted him by name?
2) Where, exactly, was he on West Road when he interacted with the boys by groping the one boy?
3) Had he ever seen the opossum before May 17?
4) Did he have anything to do with the opossum, including, but not limited to, torturing/killing it, skinning it, or
helping dump it on my property on the exact same spot Apollo Scott repeatedly trespassed?
5) If he did have anything to do with the opossum, why did he cut off its legs and tail, making it appear like a
human baby's body? Was it to ensure maximum traumatization?
6) Did James Scott ask him to give Apollo Scott an alibi, before you arrived to question Apollo on the morning of
5/17?
7) If not, why did he tell James Scott about the alibi before you even showed up that morning to question James
about Apollo's involvement? How did he know anything had happened?
8) Why didn't he show up in the courtroom on 5/20 to give this alibi, under oath, on Apollo Scott's
behalf? (Apollo Scott stated to everyone there, before he understood I was suing his parents and not him, so he
didn't need an alibi, "I'll never forgive Reuben if he doesn't show up.")

On Tue, Sep 7, 2021 at 7:44 AM Beth Larson Cooley <BLarson@co.whatcom.wa.us> wrote:
I have thoroughly read your email and understand your concerns. I do believe that you have been continually
harassed in your neighborhood and I’m sorry that it continues. I am aware that Deputy Baker and Deputy
Thompson have discussed these investigations at length as Glenhaven is Deputy Thompson’s assigned area. I
have heard personally from both deputies their desire to assist you and bring this harassment to an
end. Unfortunately, unless probable cause is established an arrest cannot be made. I know that Deputy Baker
investigated the opossum incident until she reached a dead end and was not able to develop probable cause for
an arrest.
It appears that you have good evidence for the most recent case of trespass and theft. I spoke with Deputy
Thompson yesterday and he told me that he is working with you to obtain the video evidence and continue the
investigation. He also told me that he intends to arrest (by citation) Ruben Sanchez upon developing probable
cause. I have no reason to believe that Deputy Thompson will fail to conduct a complete investigation. I have full
confidence in his abilities as a deputy sheriff.
Deputy Baker will not be investigating your most recent case because Deputy Thompson is the neighborhood
deputy for Glenhaven. It is most appropriate for him to be involved and investigate ongoing problems occurring
in his area of responsibility. In speaking with Deputy Thompson, I know that he has a full understanding of the
ongoing problems you are having with harassment. In addition, Deputy Baker is on days off and we do not hold
calls for service for those who are not on duty. New reports of criminal activity are assigned to on duty personnel
and that is the manner in which our work load is distributed.
I will continue to follow this investigation and ensure that it is done professionally and thoroughly.

On Tue, Sep 7, 2021 at 11:50 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:

Beth, your speedy and empathetic response reminded me why I was so grateful it was you and Julie who
appeared on 5/17, and not Deputy Thompson. His pathetic excuses for the criminals (oh, well, his dad served
time or he's always respectful to me), his relaying everything the victims say to the criminals or their parents, his
escalation of the felony harassment incidents by refusing to investigate and document them [see 4/9 text below],
and his dismissals of my and other community members' 911 calls, all compound the effects on and the costs to
Apollo Scott's growing list of victims – financially, mentally, physically, and emotionally.
Since there's a clear, unbroken link between the trespassings, vehicle sabotage, torture/killings,
harassment/stalking, verbal/physical attacks, and yesterday's trespass/theft, why can't Deputy Thompson do
what Deputy Baker promised me she'd do on 5/27, 6/2, 6/9, 6/23, and 8/4 and reinterview Sanchez with the
questions/photo in the email below?
She told me she gave up on doing that reinterview because Sanchez wouldn't return her calls. If, as you say, she
and Deputy Thompson have talked at length about these issues, why can he not act in her stead now and, when
he's talking with Sanchez about yesterday's trespassing/theft, reinterview him about his alibi for Apollo Scott and
ask for an alibi for himself (Deputy Baker didn't ask him for one because she didn't realize he was a suspect when
she talked with him on 5/21)?
I have no issues with how WCSO has handled my case, overall.
I do have issues with:
– Knowing when I call 911, Deputy Thompson's going to dismiss my call and/or refuse to investigate or file a
report (see below), leading directly to escalation of the criminal behavior and the daily, overt, menacing
harassment/stalking and verbal/physical attacks by a mob of relatives and friends. I won't go so far as accusing
him of actively enabling, condoning, and supporting these criminals, but he's certainly not helping or protecting
and serving.
– Being repeatedly promised you'd reinterview Sanchez, then closing the case because he refused to return your
calls, and now being told you can't do the reinterview when you're talking with him about yesterday's
incident. How long would it take? Fifteen minutes? Twenty minutes?
– Hearing the daily, overt, menacing behavior since 5/21 described as "childish." Was the horse's head in The
Godfather childish? Or was it a very clear, menacing, and violent message of intent?
– Your refusal to talk with a reputable eyewitness about Deputy Thompson's long-term dismissals of multiple
community members' 911 calls (he insisted yesterday, again, that he doesn't do this). Since you won't act with
integrity and investigate it, it just guarantees it will continue.
My daughter and I had a rule when she was growing up that, if we wronged the other one, after offering a
sincere, heartfelt apology, the issue was "over and done with," and neither of us could raise it again.
I'm sure apologies are a rare and unknown beast to Deputy Thompson, but if he could ever overcome his ego
enough to offer one, I would consider the matter over and done with. And I would have done the same with
Sanchez/Brocker.
Apollo Scott is a whole different story. What I don't understand is why law enforcement and his parents aren't
doing everything in their power to stop him now so he doesn't end up in adult-level prison. You have to know
that, with his slight build and the way he looks, a prison stint would be a fate worse than death (read Beyond
OODA for a firsthand observer's account of that fate).
Last, below is the final version of the community service warning/reward flyer I've posted about Apollo Scott,
which we'll be presenting in court on Thursday. I don't believe Apollo's parents are the only ones who
weaponized him.

$10,000 REWARD
$10,000 REWARD FOR INFORMATION FROM

May 17, 2021

NON-PERPETRATORS THAT LEADS DIRECTLY
TO AN ARREST/CONVICTION OF THE COWARDLY,
SOCIOPATHIC PERSON OR PERSONS WHO
TORTURED AND KILLED THE ANIMALS IN THESE
PHOTOS AND LEFT THEIR BODIES IN THE AREA OF
WEST ROAD / SUMMERSET WAY / CREST LANE
IN APRIL AND MAY 2021
April 8-9, 2021

(360) 389-1610

$200 REWARD

FOR I.D. ON THIS COWARD

https://www.aetv.com/real-crime/first-they-tortured-animals-then-they-turned-to-humans

WCSO #
18A25727

INCIDENT DETAILS (request WCSO reports via sheriffrecords@co.whatcom.wa.us)

July 2018

Apollo Scott was involved in vandalizing GLC's backhoe, which cost approximately $1,000 in time and labor to repair, and
included rocks in the hydraulics, sand and rocks in every hole or opening, and discharge of the fire extinguisher into the cab.
While doing community service for this predation, Apollo Scott was caught pushing GLC picnic tables into the lake.

20A32149

Apollo Scott was involved in an incident involving alcohol, guns, chickens, and cruelty to animals.

Oct. 2020
20A41410
Jan. 2021

21A09075
21A07831
Feb. –
April 2021
21A16243
May 2021

Apollo Scott was involved in an incident where a neighbor's sliding glass door was shot out, knowing she was inside; holes
were put in other windows and the side of the house. His parents, Tanya and James Scott, were home during the all-day
shooting spree. "Quite frankly, this is yet another incident with these boys. The neighbors are concerned for the safety of
other young people in the area, as well as their pets, as both children and pets have been harmed."
Apollo Scott refused to stop trespassing, after repeated requests and receiving a trespass warning. The same day his
parents were served with notice of a lawsuit for knowingly failing to control and parent their children – for years – the
chicken's body pictured above was left next to a slashed tire.
A few days before lawsuit proceedings against his parents, Tanya and James Scott, the opossum's body pictured above was
left where Apollo Scott trespassed, followed by his father refusing to allow him to provide an alibi to law enforcement and
provision by Reuben Sanchez of an absurd alibi that included groping young boys in the dark in lieu of carrying a flashlight
or just asking them who they were, which law enforcement stated was "suspicious and suggests Reuben was involved or is
covering for someone in some way." Video documentation shows Tanya/James Scott, Reuben Sanchez, Danielle Brocker,
and others then began a steady pattern of harassment/stalking and verbal/physical attacks, which continue to this day.

Multiple WCSO reports and community member affidavits prove Tanya and James Scott have weaponized their children
– for years – to control others in our community through fear and intimidation and threats and violence. Tanya/James
Scott, Reuben Sanchez, Danielle Brocker, and others are also eager participants in and enable, support, and condone the
children's sociopathy by vilifying, verbally/physically attacking, and harassing/stalking their victims, just like any innercity gang of cowardly thugs and criminals who are impotent without a mob at their back. Their cruelty, torture/killing of
animals, mob mentality, and ever-escalating savagery and antisocial behavior are right out of Lord of the Flies.

On Tue, Sep 7, 2021 at 6:05 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Watch the body cam footage, Beth, from my conversation today with Deputy Thompson.
It's very clear to me that he bears me a great deal of ill will, which is the sole reason he's flatly refusing to
reinterview Sanchez.
He keeps saying that's "Julie's case," but we all know he's the Glenhaven assigned deputy. Whatever fluke of luck
or grace that led to you and Julie responding on 5/17, it's likely I'll have to deal with him from here on out.
So, technically, it's "Deputy Thompson's case," and he would be remiss to refuse to reinterview Sanchez, based
solely on his ill will toward me. Ill will which translates to the wish that Sanchez/Scott will succeed in further
harming me. As if I haven't had enough.
Not a good look on a police officer. Jen

On Thu, Sep 16, 2021 at 4:23 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
On 9/14/21 at approximately 9:30 p.m., I reported to Deputy Linderman and another unknown deputy that a man
I believed to be Reuben Sanchez (who confessed today it was him) chased me down West Road at high speed,
while I was out for my nightly walk, and didn't stop and turn back toward his house until I started screaming.
Apparently, my report of this incident didn't merit being documented, as Deputy Thompson was wont to do with
reports of felony harassment/stalking involving Apollo Scott and Reuben Sanchez. So consider this email my
official, formal report of the 9/14 and 9/16 incidents.
How are we ever supposed to stop these insane sociopaths when WCSO refuses to document reports of serious
incidents of harassment/stalking/assault? (Are you aware Reuben Sanchez has convictions for
harassment/stalking/assault and burglary?)
When victims seek AHPO/ASPO orders, they need proof of offenses, which WCSO is actively and deliberately
depriving me of. I wonder why that is?
Below are a:
– summary of the 9/14 incident, as further proof of Reuben Sanchez's relentless, daily harassment/stalking and
life/health endangerment from 5/21 forward (I'm a 67-year-old, 150-pound self-employed/retired woman, being
chased down a very dark road at high speed – in my own neighborhood – by a 50-year-old, 210-pound, grossly
and heavily tattooed ex-con construction worker [see photo below, if you have the stomach for it], who didn't
stop until I started screaming)
– summary of today's 9/16 incident, in which Sanchez admits on video to the 9/14 incident (I have over 10
minutes of video today, with the admissions and more evidence of his unlawful harassment/stalking)

9/14/2021 9:14 p.m.
I started on my daily walking loop up West Road, when I noticed a male standing on the passenger side of Reuben
Sanchez’s truck.
I didn’t recognize him, but it was darkish, I was about 40 feet away from him, and I’ve never seen Sanchez clearly
(until today, 9/16, which is, unfortunately, an image from the top of the revolting-and-disgusting chart that I'll
never be able to scrub out of my mind), except for brief glimpses when he’s stopped in the street harassing me or
trespassing on my property/stealing my wood or driving by, wildly waving signs out his driver side window.
I stopped, shining my flashlight at him for about 20 seconds, to see if it was safe to continue walking past his
house. When he just stood there staring back at me, I turned and started back toward Summerset Way.
The male quickly opened his truck door, apparently to get a flashlight (I guess he does own one for when he's not
providing bogus alibis), which he turned on and began rapidly walking behind me. I began running, and he began
running to keep up with me.
I realized I wasn’t going to be able to outrun him without risking falling on a previously shattered wrist and boneon-bone knee, so I began screaming.
He stopped pursuing me, turned, and went back toward Sanchez’s house. I returned home after walking a short
way up Summerset Way, near retired-Deputy Cadman's house.

9/16/2021 11:40 a.m.-2:09 p.m.
EarthWorks Tree Service is downing two trees on my neighbor's property at 706 West Road.
At 11:40 a.m., Reuben Sanchez drove by in his gold Silverado truck (license C76104R), then slowed when he saw
me outside picking up the over 500 roofing nails Apollo Scott and/or Reuben Sanchez threw on my driveway to
prevent me from attending the 9/9 Scott AHSO/AHPO hearing. (The nails punctured my tire in two places and my
neighbor's cat's paw in two places. This is the second tire punctured by roofing nails.)
Sanchez pulled onto a neighbor's property that's posted for no trespassing and began trespassing on foot on my
other neighbor's property at 706 West Road.
I began videotaping him, and he began confessing to chasing me down West Road on 9/14 and stealing my wood,
which got him cited for criminal trespass in the second degree. (I'll be presenting today's videos at his 9/24
arraignment.)
He states/taunts in the video, "Why were you screaming at me last night, woman? Maybe you want your wood
back?"
He then left his truck parked on my neighbor's property and walked to his house on 732 West Road. I stayed
outside, waiting for him, and began videotaping him again when he returned, coming from the opposite direction
on Summerset Way almost 2 hours later, at 1:22 p.m.
As I was waiting, retired-Deputy Cadman's wife drove by, introduced herself, and told me Reuben Sanchez left a
skinned raccoon on their deck, in retaliation for the 2001 Hillaire shooting.
She also said she's never felt so alone in life until after her husband was shot and hospitalized.
Shame on you, WCSO. You'll hide behind the Blue Wall of Silence to protect corrupt deputies like Thompson, but
you fade into the woodwork when one of your own is hospitalized for an on-duty shooting.
This isn't the honorable and compassionate WCSO I remember.
After dealing – mostly alone – with the insane sociopaths in this community since January 29, I'm not
surprised. Law enforcement has become a big part of the problem in an increasingly violent and lawless society.
You don't do decent, intelligent, objective investigations; you stop investigating if suspects don't return your calls;
you look the other way when deputies routinely dismiss 911 calls; and you don't document reports of felony
harassment (or, it appears, of anything).
I imagine you sleep well at night, though. Unlike their victims. Jen

5/23/2021 REUBEN SANCHEZ TELLS DEPUTY JULIE BAKER HE'LL STOP "ENGAGING" WITH ME

9/16/2021 REUBEN SANCHEZ A FEW STEPS FROM MY DRIVEWAY (HE HAD REMOVED HIS SHIRT FROM WHEN I
SAW HIM A LITTLE EARLIER, APPARENTLY IN THE HOPE IT WOULD PROVE THE "PUFF UP, IT'LL MAKE YOU LOOK
BIGGER" RULE), AFTER CONFESSING TO TRESPASSING AND STEALING MY WOOD ON 9/6/2021 AND AFTER
CHASING ME DOWN A DARK, STEEP, PUBLIC ROAD AT DANGEROUS, BREAKNECK SPEED ON 9/14/2021, WHICH
WCSO REFUSED TO DOCUMENT/INVESTIGATE AFTER I REPORTED IT TO DEPUTY LINDERMAN ON 9/14/2021

On Thu, Sep 16, 2021 at 11:15 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Subject: WCSO in the Theatre of the Absurd
Imagine your daughter is walking at night down the public road or on the sidewalk that runs in front of your
house. She notices a man standing on his own property, next to his vehicle, staring silently and fixedly at her.
She decides the man looks dangerous and is behaving strangely. So she stops and starts back the way she
came. As she does, the man reaches into his vehicle for a flashlight and starts walking after her, stepping onto the
public road or sidewalk.
Alarmed now, she starts running. The man starts running too.
A few blocks later, she realizes she can’t outrun him without risking serious injury, so she starts screaming to alert
others she’s in danger. (Didn’t work for Kitty Genovese, but it’s always worth a try.)
The man is finally spooked into dropping the chase and returns to his property.
You call WCSO to report the incident, and they tell you it’s legal for that man to do that to your daughter. You ask
them, "So I can chase any of my neighbors down any public road or sidewalk whenever I want to?" To which they
respond, "Yes."
This is what happened to me on 9/14, and this is what WCSO told me today.
So now you have to tell your daughter that any man can chase her down any public road or sidewalk, at any time
of the day or night, so she better hone those running skills. And screaming skills.
(You men have no clue what it’s like to live every day on the lookout for suspicious behavior or danger, which
almost always comes from men. If you want to know what it’s like, read The Gift of Fear and watch Tim Larkin’s
YouTube video of the attack on the woman in the hijab who didn’t stay alert and react appropriately in the exact
same scenario.)
If women can’t walk down a public road/sidewalk — even in their own neighborhoods — without being chased by
any man who wants to, then you’ve declared open season on every woman in the nation — and in your family.
I suppose what the men do when they catch up to your daughter is also now lawful.
It may come as a surprise, Sheriff Elfo and Executive Sidhu, that we live in a stand-your-ground, castle-doctrine
state, which allows that man to defend his home against home intruders/invaders at any level of force necessary
(as Sergeant Laughlin put it, "We assume that if they’re in your home, they intend to do you harm"), but last I
looked, your daughter and my daughter and every other woman in the land has a right to walk down public roads
or sidewalks without being chased or assaulted or harassed or stalked.
Look it up. Absent me attacking you, your right to assault me or chase me or do anything bad to me ends at your
front door. Jen

On Fri, Sep 17, 2021 at 10:12 AM Bill Elfo <BElfo@co.whatcom.wa.us> wrote:
Ms. Dubrow, I am in receipt of the emails you sent to me on September 16th at 4:24 p.m. and 11:16 p.m. I will
forward your communications to our command staff for a thorough review of our handling of the incident. A staff
member will get back to you for any further information that may be needed and our assessment of our handling
of the incident.

10/15/2021 SHERIFF ELFO DID NOT CONTACT ME AGAIN AND NO WCSO STAFF CONTACTED ME

On Fri, Sep 17, 2021 at 11:31 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Thank you.
I will be relaying to your designee that, overall, WCSO deputies have been diligent, responsive, unbiased, friendly,
professional, and compassionate since January 29, 2021, when Apollo Scott and Reuben Sanchez began their
unrelenting and ever-escalating pattern of willful and malicious harassment, stalking, destruction, retaliation, and
violence – including cutting off the tail and part of the legs to make a tortured/killed/skinned opossum's body left
on my property look like a human baby's body, for maximum traumatization effect. (See reward flyer below.)
And just an FYI, I have ordered all the WCSO reports and body cam footage from incidents Deputy Thompson has
handled and will send your designee, in the next few weeks, proof of his consistent bias and overt hostility toward
and browbeating of victims and his befriending of and failures to investigate the Evil League of Evil, at the expense
of their victims.
Since being assigned as the Glenhaven deputy, his repeated statement to multiple victims of "there's nothing we
can do" is a self-fulfilling prophecy because that's exactly what he does on behalf of the victims: nothing.
And WCSO's deficiencies and omissions with Scott and Sanchez have empowered them to escalate the
harassment/stalking to physical assault. (Sanchez is a 50-year-old man who hangs out with 15-year-old Scott and
has stated he is comfortable groping him in the dark. He has a long and varied criminal record of pleading guilty
to harassment/stalking, trespass, assault, and burglary.)
I do not understand why law enforcement and his parents aren't doing everything in their power to stop Scott's
steady progression toward adult-level prison. He has a slight build and looks like a choirboy; a prison stint would
be a fate worse than death for him. (Read Beyond OODA for a firsthand observer's account of that fate.)
Last, I sincerely hope you will talk with the law enforcement-related person who told me about Thompson's
regular dismissal of multiple community members' 911 calls. That regular abdication of his duties alone puts lives
and health on the line. Jen

$10,000 REWARD
$10,000 REWARD FOR INFORMATION FROM

May 17, 2021

NON-PERPETRATORS THAT LEADS DIRECTLY
TO AN ARREST/CONVICTION OF THE COWARDLY,
SOCIOPATHIC PERSON OR PERSONS WHO
TORTURED AND KILLED THE ANIMALS IN THESE
PHOTOS AND LEFT THEIR BODIES IN THE AREA OF
WEST ROAD / SUMMERSET WAY / CREST LANE
IN APRIL AND MAY 2021
April 8-9, 2021

(360) 389-1610

$200 REWARD

FOR I.D. ON THIS COWARD

https://www.aetv.com/real-crime/first-they-tortured-animals-then-they-turned-to-humans

WCSO #
18A25727

INCIDENT DETAILS (request WCSO reports via sheriffrecords@co.whatcom.wa.us)

July 2018

Apollo Scott was involved in vandalizing GLC's backhoe, which cost approximately $1,000 in time and labor to repair, and
included rocks in the hydraulics, sand and rocks in every hole or opening, and discharge of the fire extinguisher into the cab.
While doing community service for this predation, Apollo Scott was caught pushing GLC picnic tables into the lake.

20A32149

Apollo Scott was involved in an incident involving alcohol, guns, chickens, and cruelty to animals.

Oct. 2020
20A41410
Jan. 2021

21A09075
21A07831
Feb. –
April 2021
21A16243
May 2021

Apollo Scott was involved in an incident where a neighbor's sliding glass door was shot out, knowing she was inside; holes
were put in other windows and the side of the house. His parents, Tanya and James Scott, were home during the all-day
shooting spree. "Quite frankly, this is yet another incident with these boys. The neighbors are concerned for the safety of
other young people in the area, as well as their pets, as both children and pets have been harmed."
Apollo Scott refused to stop trespassing, after repeated requests and receiving a trespass warning. The same day his
parents were served with notice of a lawsuit for knowingly failing to control and parent their children – for years – the
chicken's body pictured above was left next to a slashed tire.
A few days before lawsuit proceedings against his parents, Tanya and James Scott, the opossum's body pictured above was
left where Apollo Scott trespassed, followed by his father refusing to allow him to provide an alibi to law enforcement and
provision by Reuben Sanchez of an absurd alibi that included groping young boys in the dark in lieu of carrying a flashlight
or just asking them who they were, which law enforcement stated was "suspicious and suggests Reuben was involved or is
covering for someone in some way." Video documentation shows Tanya/James Scott, Reuben Sanchez, Danielle Brocker,
and others then began a steady pattern of harassment/stalking and verbal/physical attacks, which continue to this day.

Multiple WCSO reports and community member affidavits prove Tanya and James Scott have weaponized their children
– for years – to control others in our community through fear and intimidation and threats and violence. Tanya/James
Scott, Reuben Sanchez, Danielle Brocker, and others are also eager participants in and enable, support, and condone the
children's sociopathy by vilifying, verbally/physically attacking, and harassing/stalking their victims, just like any innercity gang of cowardly thugs and criminals who are impotent without a mob at their back. Their cruelty, torture/killing of
animals, mob mentality, and ever-escalating savagery and antisocial behavior are right out of Lord of the Flies.

On Fri, Sep 17, 2021 at 1:49 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
And BTW, I just received over 40 pages of police reports from Sedro Woolley PD regarding Reuben Sanchez's past
harassment and stalking, which I'll share with your designee when contacted.
The reports consist of page after page after page after page of him doing the exact same thing to his ex-wife as
he's currently doing to me.
Based on his threats of violence and brandishment of weapons in the reports, you may want to have two deputies
respond to his house in future. Jen

On Fri, Sep 17, 2021 at 9:41 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Just so this information doesn't fall behind the Blue Wall of Silence, I'm attaching the reports of Reuben Sanchez's
past criminal history in the interests of transparency. (They don't call it a "wall" for nothing.)
As you can see, these reports detail harassment, stalking, destruction, trespassing, assault, burglary, and
protection order violations by Mr. Sanchez, every single one of which (except for the protection order violations,
which I'm sure he'll be doing immediately after he's arraigned on 9/24 for criminal trespass in the second degree),
he and his girlfriend, Danielle Brocker, have committed against me since 5/21.
And every single one of which you've refused to investigate or accepted bogus alibis for or refused to pursue alibis
for or stopped investigating because he refused to return your calls.
When he lied about chasing me down the street on 9/14, claiming he thought I was an "intruder," out for a nightly
stroll (how does one "intrude" by walking on a public road?), did you tell him that he doesn't have the right to do
that on a public road, no matter who he thinks he's chasing? Did you charge him with assault?
Did you investigate his harassment/stalking on 9/16, or at any time since 5/21, which is his MO and is precisely
mirrored in these reports? (Read the report where he tells the officer he has the right to just sit in his car, and the
officer tells him they can charge him with harassment for doing so. Why didn't you do that on my behalf? WCSO,
especially Deputy Thompson, seems to be ever in search of a reason not to protect and serve.)
No, you were content to leave me at the mercy of this insane sociopath and his girlfriend, Danielle Brocker, since
5/21. And the irony here is I'd never met either of them before that date, when they began a relentless campaign
of harassment/stalking, following his suspected involvement with Apollo Scott in the 5/17 felony harassment
animal killings.
Just goes to show you how weak, cowardly people will go to any lengths – including torturing/killing and harming
animals (the photo below shows the two puncture wounds in a cat's paw from two of the over 500 roofing nails
he and Apollo Scott threw on my driveway to prevent me from attending the 9/9 Scott AHPO/ASPO hearing; God
knows how many wildlife were injured, with no recourse to medical attention) – to try to control others through
fear and intimidation and threats and violence. Jen
ATTACHMENTS
SWPD.Sanchez.Criminal History.pdf

SWPD.Sanchez.10-W00330.Protection Orders for Children.pdf

DUBROW-BROCKER.Trespass-Assault.pdf

SWPD.Sanchez.10-W00330.Warrant Arrest-Burglary.pdf

SWPD.Sanchez.09-W07856.Harassment-Stalking.pdf

SWPD.Sanchez.10-W03670.Protection Order Violation.pdf

SWPD.Sanchez.09-W07856.Assault-Burglary-Harassment-Vandalism.pdf

On Fri, Sep 17, 2021 at 9:52 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
And I apologize: Deputy Heinrich came zooming down from Everson and trespassed both Sanchez and Brocker
within 30 minutes of my reporting it; Sergeant Beth Larson Cooley did prevail in getting Deputy Thompson to cite
Sanchez for his 9/6 criminal trespassing; and Deputy Baker did an admirably thorough job on the report for the
animal torture/killings. Many thanks for those efforts/actions.

On Sat, Sep 18, 2021 at 12:06 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Hello, Deputy Hentz ~
I don't know if you got 911's message to send me another evidence link regarding the over 500 roofing nails
thrown onto my driveway by Reuben Sanchez/Apollo Scott, which punctured one tire in two places and my
neighbor's cat's paw in two places. (See photos below.)
Since I didn't receive the link, and since WCSO chose to not document my 9/14 report of assault by Reuben
Sanchez, or respond to or document my 9/16 report of harassment/stalking by Reuben Sanchez that mirrors the
attached SWPD police report of very disturbing and similar behavior, I'm sending today's report/evidence in as
public a fashion as possible. Hopefully, it won't suffer the same fate.
I want to emphasize, however, that you have been friendly and professional and responsive and wonderful to
work with, so this method of reporting further harassment/stalking by Reuben Sanchez/Apollo Scott in no way
reflects on your performance. I understand you're new to WCSO, and you're a very welcome addition in my book.
Please add the evidence below to the file on the roofing nails.
And please add today's report (9/18) that Reuben Sanchez/Apollo Scott continue throwing roofing nails on my
driveway every night.
Every day I find 40-50 more roofing nails on areas I've cleared the day before, or days before, with a strong
magnet tool. (I have all the nails, in case you want to see/count them.) So although the photos only show 420
nails, I've found over 500, and the list grows daily/nightly.
Having been refused so often, I know better than to ask for a stakeout on these habitual offenders, but I would
appreciate if you could renew patrols in my neighborhood, especially between 1-3 a.m. when they habitually
strike.
If you want to send me another evidence link, I'll upload these photos to it.
Thanks,
Jen

On Sun, Sep 19, 2021 at 10:42 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Good morning, Deputy Hentz ~
Another 31 roofing nails were thrown onto my driveway last night/this morning by Reuben Sanchez/Apollo Scott.
The tally stands now at 650 roofing nails thrown onto my driveway at 705 Summerset Way between 8/31 and
9/19. (I've ordered a more expensive magnet to ensure I'm picking them all up daily.)
300 8/31-9/7
120 9/8-9/13
35 9/14
32 9/15
42 9/16
44 9/17
46 9/18
31 9/19
I'm not going to continue sending you photos, since I have the nails at my home and have reported the crimes, so
no need to send me another evidence link.
This is happening because they discovered in May, after sabotaging my car with silicone caulking in the exhaust
pipe and slashed tires, preventing me from attending critical medical appointments and procedures, that I sleep in
my car the nights before medical appointments to ensure my car is operable the next day. With the roofing nails,
they never have to touch the car and risk waking me, and the nails can easily be thrown from a car or on foot.
I'm now cc'ing Glenhaven Lakes Community (GLC) boardmembers and staff on these emails because they have
selectively enforced rules preventing me from protecting myself and my cat by posting reward flyers (see below)
on my property.
The irony in that is that it's just a matter of time before Reuben Sanchez fakes an injury or sustains a real injury,
followed by suing our HOA's socks off because they have knowingly suffered him to clean up trees, at night and in
heavy winds. We'll be paying for him to continue his chronic unemployment for the rest of his life.
Also, I discovered yesterday that Reuben Sanchez's ex-wife obtained a ten-year restraining order against him to
keep herself and her two young boys safe. (The man has a violent hatred of women and an equally strong and
sick desire to suck up to and ingratiate himself with any male in sight, especially if they're young and
vulnerable. Don't say I didn't warn you.)
This is the man the Scotts allow their 15-year-old son to hang out with – and commit crimes with – and grope in
the dark. And the man who has been violent and combative, physically and verbally, toward Sedro Woolley and
WCSO officers.
Yet GLC and WCSO continue enabling and supporting and encouraging him to harass/stalk/assault and steal from
me, with impunity. Go figure. Jen

On Mon, Sep 20, 2021 at 11:26 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:

If you don't want people contacting you in your official capacity on the board of Glenroads (GR), then don't list
your personal email address on GR's main website and send invoices from it and fail to list the main Glenroads
email address on the main website, which I deleted in your email before I realized it's not listed on the Glenroads
website.
One more appalling example of GLC's and GR's appalling lack of understanding – to go with your cruelty and lack
of hearts and souls – about how you create personal liability for yourselves and place the whole HOA in danger
of lawsuits by selectively enforcing rules – depriving me of the right to protect myself from insane sociopaths –
while simultaneously forcing dues-paying GR members to carry nonpayers for years and knowingly suffering the
insane sociopaths to clean up trees in the dark and heavy winds for years.
Do you know Reuben Sanchez considers me prey, chasing/assaulting me on dark roads at night and telling
deputies I look at him "like a deer"? He clearly doesn't understand what sheer hatred looks like.
The last time law enforcement and individuals wronged me at this level of malice and evil and intent, it bought me
a house and helped save the health and lives of thousands in our state and across the nation. So keep it up.
I'm not threatening lawsuits at this point, but my attorney has all this evidence in case I am further injured or
killed. And he's a one-man tour de force.
Send me the main Glenroads email address again, and I'll send future emails to that.
Sorry I mistook you all for decent, compassionate human beings and neighbors.
The SWPD, MVPD, SCSO, and WCSO reports and his actions toward me and other women prove Reuben Sanchez
is a coward, as bullies always are, and the thing he fears most is exposure. (Which makes sense, since evil only
grows and thrives in the shadows.)
All it would take to stop him is a group of community members – men, because he feels nothing but hatred for
women and pathologically craves attention from other men, at the level of calling them "baby" – showing up, in
force, at his house and telling him this kind of mobbing and savagery and antisocial behavior toward neighbors
isn't acceptable in our community.
I'm not these sociopaths' first victim, and I won't be their last. I hope the Eye of Sauron doesn't move onto your
family after I succeed in stopping their predations and evil against me and the animals/wildlife I love. Jen
If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen to side with the oppressors.
RUTH BADER GINSBURG
Those who lack the courage will always find a philosophy to justify it.
CAMUS

On Mon, Sep 20, 2021 at 12:13 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Good morning, Deputy Hentz ~
Please send me another evidence link for a photo of the 41 roofing nails thrown onto my driveway last night/this
morning by Reuben Sanchez/Apollo Scott.
Below are pictures of a fraction of the wildlife affected by these nightly crimes and harassment/stalking.

Deputy Thompson told me WCSO isn't doing thorough – or any – investigations because I've filed too many
complaints about Reuben Sanchez/Apollo Scott's predations. (Do you know Reuben Sanchez considers me prey,
chasing/assaulting me on dark roads at night and telling Thompson I look at him "like a deer"? He clearly doesn't
understand what sheer hatred looks like.)
WCSO should know that the last time law enforcement, Whatcom County leadership, and councilmembers
thought I was filing too many complaints, it bought me a house and helped save the health and lives of thousands
in our state and across the nation. And that was sans attorney.
My attorney now is a one-man tour de force. After proofreading many thousands of depo/court transcripts, I've
never seen his equal. (I'm not threatening a lawsuit, but you should know he has all the evidence if I'm injured or
killed by one or both of these insane sociopaths.) Jen

On Tue, Sep 21, 2021 at 10:57 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Good morning, Deputy Hentz ~
When you're back on duty, please send me another evidence link for a photo of the 40 roofing nails thrown onto
my driveway last night/this morning by Reuben Sanchez/Apollo Scott.
I'll also be sending photos of the dirt area adjacent to my gravel driveway where they're now throwing the roofing
nails to cause maximum damage to wildlife and companion animals.
Thanks,
Jen

On Wed, Sep 22, 2021 at 9:58 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Good morning, Deputy Hentz ~
When you're back on duty, please send me another evidence link for a photo of the 25 roofing nails thrown onto
my driveway last night/this morning by Reuben Sanchez/Apollo Scott.
I'll be at Reuben Sanchez's arraignment for criminal trespass on 9/24 at 9 a.m. in District Court, to gather more
evidence of his relentless harassment/stalking of me since 5/21 (at which time I'd never met him or his girlfriend,
Danielle Brocker); begin working with the assigned prosecutor to ensure he doesn't skate; and show him by my
presence there that I'm not a "deer."
Thanks,
Jen

On Thu, Sep 23, 2021 at 11:17 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Good morning, Deputy Hentz ~
When you're back on duty, please send me another evidence link for a photo of the 122 roofing nails thrown onto
my driveway last night/this morning by Reuben Sanchez/Apollo Scott. The number is higher to try to
delay/prevent my attendance today at an AHPO/ASPO hearing on Apollo Scott. (We're now up to 878 roofing
nails in a 23-day period. They might as well put up a sign saying "We'll be throwing more nails onto your driveway
tonight," yet WCSO does nothing.)
I'll be at Reuben Sanchez's arraignment for criminal trespass on 9/24 at 9 a.m. in District Court, to gather more
evidence of his relentless harassment/stalking of me since 5/21 (at which time I'd never met him or his girlfriend,
Danielle Brocker); begin working with the assigned prosecutor to ensure he doesn't skate; and show him by my
presence there that I'm not a "deer."
I told Sheriff Elfo I'd send proof of Deputy Thompson's abdication of his duties toward Glenhaven community
members and bias and overt hostility toward and browbeating of victims, captured on body cam footage and in
reports. (BTW, Sheriff Elfo, I haven't heard from anybody in your outfit about anything since you stated "I will
forward your communications to our command staff for a thorough review of our handling of the incident. A staff
member will get back to you for any further information that may be needed and our assessment of our handling
of the incident." So the crimes just keep coming, on a daily basis.)
Given your clear reluctance/refusal to do anything about these insane sociopaths and their relentless
harassment/stalking/trespassing/burglary, I'll be sending the proof to my attorney instead because, after
reviewing just a small amount of body cam footage and reports, it's clear Deputy Thompson isn't the only
problem.
Other deputies are wasting time they tell me they don't have to reinterview suspects about bogus alibis by
mollycoddling and giving Apollo Scott's mother free legal advice and researching and giving her information about
paperwork she received that's contained right in the paperwork. And consistently failing to include any of my
communications with them in supplemental reports.
Councilmembers, you should know WCSO's new body cam footage, activated on March 1, 2021, for deputies in
the field, is not being used for interrogations of suspects and is being used for reports of assault and other crimes
by victims, which are then not documented or investigated. (It seems the "no probable cause to arrest" line is
being consistently backed up by reasons not to investigate or interview or document at a level that would yield
probable cause.)
Kind of a waste of money, don't you think, when you only record the victims and then don't record the suspects or
investigate/document the crimes?
I will soon be launching a companion website to my www.TENANTS4JUSTICE.com website with all of this
documentation and correspondence, including the Glenhaven community members who are content to stand by
– or actively support and encourage – Reuben Sanchez's and Apollo Scott's predations against me since January
29, 2021.
That's the website that bought me this house and saved the health and lives of thousands of people in our state
and across our nation. Thanks for that. And the people thank you too. Jen

On Fri, Sep 24, 2021 at 9:54 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Good morning, Deputy Hentz ~
When you’re back on duty, please send me another evidence link for a photo of the 38 roofing nails thrown onto
my driveway last night/this morning by Reuben Sanchez/Apollo Scott. (I swept the driveway at 3 a.m., so these
were thrown onto the driveway between then and before 7 a.m. when I swept again.)
WARNING: Reuben Sanchez didn’t appear at his arraignment this morning, so a $1000 bench warrant has been
issued for his arrest. Sanchez has verbally and physically attacked/resisted arrest by SWPD and WCSO officers
in the past, so you may want to send TWO deputies to his house to serve the warrant.

On Fri, Sep 24, 2021 at 1:42 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Hello, Deputy Hentz ~
The case number is 21A27747.
On my game cams, I have ultra-clear, bright pictures of me out sweeping with the magnet at 3 a.m., and then
nothing until daylight, when I again show up sweeping with the magnet around 7 a.m.
I've emailed my game cam guys for an explanation.
Also, since Thompson keeps questioning my credibility in written reports about not being able to use regular
security cameras because I'm in a Wi-Fi dead zone (while simultaneously never asking me for verification/proof),
here are the outfits you can call to verify that 705 Summerset Way, Sedro Woolley, WA 98284 cannot receive
enough Wi-Fi (or any at all) to support security cameras.
And I don't have enough southern exposure for the dishes.
Wave Broadband 855-971-1252 (I based my purchase of this house on their guarantee it's in their service area,
only to find after I moved in that I'm in about a 3-square-block area that they don't service)
Ziply 866-699-4759 (they will activate Fios in my community within a year or earlier, but currently only offer 18
Mbps download/1 Mbps upload speeds, which won't support even a single camera)
Verizon 800-922-0204 (they only offer cellular service in my area, which doesn't support security cameras; I have
three 15GB personal hotspots for Wi-Fi, but just one camera would exhaust those in a few days, and I need those
GBs for work)

On Sat, Sep 25, 2021 at 12:08 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Good morning, Deputy Hentz ~
Please send me the evidence link I've requested on 21A27747.
Since Apollo Scott's hearing on our AHPO/ASPO petition ended on September 23, and since Reuben Sanchez's
arraignment was on September 24, it appears the witness intimidation and attempts to prevent/delay me from
appearing in court by throwing roofing nails on my driveway have ended. At least for now.
Thanks for your fine investigative work on incidents I told you were happening on a daily basis. And since
Thompson likes to question my credibility in written reports about my inability to install security cameras –
without ever asking me for verification/proof – I sent Deputy Hentz the contact info for all the internet providers
who have confirmed Wi-Fi at high enough speeds to support security cameras is not available for my house.
Attached is a Mount Vernon Police Department (MVPD) report showing, once again, Reuben Sanchez's hatred of
and propensity to assault women (which even, apparently, extends to his own daughter).
And why you should send two deputies to serve the bench warrant. (BTW, he's obviously sitting like an evil, little,
overtattooed toad in his house waiting to be arrested, so don't give me that "he's not returning our calls" line
again as the reason you're not arresting him. And the PA on this case told me he would go to jail, so I sincerely
hope WCSO isn't going to refuse to jail him. I could really use a break from his nonstop evil.)
The most interesting thing about the attached report is it shows WCSO Deputy Keith Linderman (who was at that
time a deputy with MVPD) was involved in the incident. So he actually knows Reuben Sanchez personally, and he
knows what he's capable of.
Which makes it all the stranger that he didn't document or investigate my 9/14 report of Reuben Sanchez's
assault, which he confessed to on 9/16 while I was videorecording him.
Are you related to him, Deputy Linderman? Is that why you're protecting him? Or is WCSO just hoping next time
he'll succeed in injuring or killing me? (All the women in all the police reports I've obtained so far state they're
afraid he'll kill them. I have no doubt he'll kill me if he gets the chance.)
And if you're wondering if chasing someone at dangerous, breakneck speed down a dark, steep, public road
qualifies as criminal assault in the fourth degree, you should know I was charged with that exact same offense for
spraying a chain smoker with vinegar. (See attached dismissal of charges.)
His actions certainly meet the definition of simple assault:

Last, I'll be calling my councilmember, Tyler Byrd, to find out why he hasn't acknowledged any of these
complaints.
From past experience, I know councilmembers won't do anything about complaints involving county staff or
misuse of funds (heaven forbid you should do your jobs), but I'd like at least an acknowledgment from him that
he's receiving them. Jen
ATTACHMENTS
MVPD.Sanchez.02-M08774.Assault in Fourth Degree.pdf

DUBROW-CPM.Assault in Fourth Degree Dismissal.pdf

On Sat, Sep 25, 2021 at 2:45 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
And BTW, I was a law enforcement/DOJ-trained investigator for many years, so I know what biased, deficient,
incompetent (and also not legally defensible) investigations look like. And I know what investigations designed to
protect corrupt county staff/elected officials or, in this case, avoid establishment of probable cause, look
like. Because I've seen a lot of corruption at the county.
Pete Kremen, in all his fire-breathing insanity, ordered me to fire county employees for their union activities and
to bypass the county's nondiscriminatory, established hiring process to hire his friends' relatives. (I'm sure my
refusal of those orders contributed, eventually, to my constructive discharge.)
Karen Goens worked with Regence Blue Shield staff to obtain information on a P&D employee's psychological
treatment schedule. She also constructively discharged Karen Howard by driving her into a nervous breakdown
and constructively discharged anyone who stood up to her corruption and support of Kremen's corruption. And
she protected Wendy Wefer-Clinton from accountability for her regular physical/verbal assaults (literally, with
me, when she slapped me for making a mistake) on other HR staff.
On September 23, with less than 10 questions, my attorney did what your deputies could have done if they
weren't unable and/or unwilling to investigate crimes: Established, under oath, the clear link between Apollo
Scott and Reuben Sanchez, going back years, and established clear motive, means, and opportunity for the animal
killings and other crimes by both.
As far back as March, Reuben Sanchez was offering to harm/kill me – by cutting down trees, etc. – out of his very
sick and deranged attachment to Scott.
You need to either get better investigative training for your deputies or grow a soul and stop protecting the
criminals, at the expense of their victims.
I don't think of these complaints as complaints, but as writing my last will and testament, for my attorney and
daughter to pick up and run with after Sanchez does serious harm to or kills me. Jen

On Sat, Sep 25, 2021, 2:53 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
And you might want to share your own corruption with us, Sheriff Elfo, like persuading or colluding with Pete
Kremen to authorize LEOFF benefits for Dustin Hurlbut that no other law enforcement officer has received, over
Dave McEachran's strenuous objections. Jen

On Sat, Sep 25, 2021 at 11:44 PM Glenroads <Glenroadsboard@gmail.com> wrote:
Please remove the Glenroads Board email from the distribution list on your correspondence with WCSO and
others regarding Reuben Sanchez/Apollo Scott. These matters are far outside of the Glenroads Board's primary
and sole capacity, which is the maintenance of the road and road-related infrastructure in Glenroads along with
the right-of-way.
Thank you,
Sean Horton
Glenroads Pres.

On Sun, Sep 26, 2021 at 4:47 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> responded:
Your vicious and selective enforcement of rules, stemming directly from Danielle Brocker's and the Scotts' vicious
campaign to prevent me from protecting myself, and your suffering Reuben Sanchez to trespass on others'
property, placed you far inside these matters.
You can't now pretend your actions didn't directly condone, encourage, and support Sanchez's trespassing and
assault and future attacks on me.
If you don't want to receive the emails, just do what you've been doing and hide your cowardly, vicious heads in
the sand by blocking them.
You don't get to help unleash hell on your neighbors and then plead innocence. Jen

On Mon, Sep 27, 2021 at 11:47 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Good morning, Deputy Hentz ~
Please send me an evidence link for 21A27747 for photos of roofing nails thrown onto my driveway by Reuben
Sanchez/Apollo Scott/Affiliated Parties.
I'm finding 4-6 roofing nails each day, but I'm not sure if they're just ones I missed in previous sweeps, although
that's unlikely since I thoroughly sweep every morning and later in the day.
Attached are:
– email chronology of emails sent to the recipients listed below
– attachments referenced in the emails
This email chronology may be useful, Sheriff Elfo, for the staff member you said would be looking into these
issues. I haven't heard from them yet. And color me skeptical I ever will. Jen

On Tue, Sep 28, 2021 at 11:56 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Good morning, Deputy Hentz ~
Please send me an evidence link for 21A27747 for photos of roofing nails thrown onto my driveway by Reuben
Sanchez/Apollo Scott/Affiliated Parties.
I'm still finding 4-6 roofing nails each day.
These are photos from this morning of a fraction of the wildlife – with no recourse to medical intervention for
punctured paws/hoofs – affected by these crimes:

Apollo Scott testified on 9/23 that Reuben Sanchez was offering to harm/kill me as far back as March – by cutting
down the same trees whose roots I'd asked Scott not to trespass/trample on because they would take out me and
my home if they fell.
And he testified they had a falling out on 5/21 after Sanchez failed to appear in court on 5/20 to provide his
laughably bogus alibi for Scott. (Although Scott lies as easily and consistently as the rest of us breathe, so this is
suspect. He's as good as Thompson is at it.)
This is the same alibi WCSO called "suspicious" and that it suggested Sanchez was "involved or covering for
someone in some way," yet repeatedly refused to reinterview him about it or obtain an alibi for himself, since he
admitted in the alibi to being near where the opossum's body appeared at the exact same time it
appeared. (Although he had no motive for this crime and didn't know where to place it, which Scott did and had
done before.)
I don't know, WCSO. Seems to me, you're doing everything humanly possible to support, condone, and enable
their crimes against me. And avoid establishing probable cause, again and again and again. Why is that?
Attached are current versions of:
– email chronology of emails sent to the recipients listed below
– attachments referenced in the emails
This email chronology may be useful, Sheriff Elfo, for the staff member you said would be looking into these
issues. I haven't heard from them yet. And color me skeptical I ever will. Jen

On Tue, Sep 28, 2021 at 12:31 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
I just spoke with Devon with Victim Rights and learned WCSO hasn't arrested Reuben Sanchez on the bench
warrant for failing to appear at his arraignment on 9/24. And probably won't ever arrest him. (Strange, that they
helped SWPD officers arrest him in his home, but won't do so in this case. See attached SWPD.Sanchez.10W00330.Warrant Arrest-Burglary.)
I'm sure they're relying on the "cold day in hell" rule to justify knowingly and deliberately placing
citizens/taxpayers in harm's way.
Just as they did by failing to document/investigate his 9/14 assault on me, following his 9/6 trespassing/theft
crimes.
Clearly, WCSO, our executive, and councilmembers are hoping against hope Sanchez and/or Scott will harm me
further or kill me. My lawyer will have loads of fun with that one.
Never give in; never give in; never, never, never, never – in nothing, great or small, large or petty – never give in except to
convictions of honor and good sense. Never yield to force. Never yield to the apparently overwhelming might of the
enemy.
WINSTON CHURCHILL
Underestimate me. That'll be fun.
They whispered to her: You cannot withstand the storm.
She whispered back: I am the storm.

On Thu, Sep 30, 2021 at 11:10 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Good morning, Deputy Hentz ~
Please send me an evidence link for 21A27747 for photos of roofing nails thrown onto my driveway by Reuben
Sanchez/Apollo Scott/Affiliated Parties. (You must be off duty because I haven't received links following my last
three requests.)
Since we now have sworn testimony Reuben Sanchez made criminal threats to kill me (see below), as far back as
March – and since Sheriff Elfo clearly lied when he said on 9/17 he would have someone review and get back to
me about the handling of the criminal incidents – I'm dialing this up to the prosecutor's office to handle, in
conjunction with Reuben Sanchez's 9/6 criminal trespass in the second degree charge.

WCSO is also intent now on depriving me of my rights as a victim, under state law, by poisoning the District Court
victim's advocate against me, so I'll be working with Melody and the prosecutor's office to ensure the criminal
threats and assault see the light of day, in compliance with the rules of evidence.
It is the common person's duty to police the police.
The police have lost sight of the fact that they are public servants.
Police officers are among the most corrupt people that I have encountered in life.
If you want to make the police uncomfortable, all you need to do is ask this question:
How many complaints does police internal affairs receive annually and how many complaints does it actually uphold?
No amount of community policing will cause the common people to accept a known corrupt police department.
Police not enforcing laws results in a high crime rate that is formally reported as a low crime rate in police statistics.
STEVEN MAGEE
The problem with law enforcement is not corruption, but an absolute denial of that corruption.
ABHIJIT NASKAR, Boldly Comes Justice: Sentient Not Silent

On Sat, Oct 2, 2021 at 8:08 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
I recently reviewed the body cam footage of an interview between Deputy Linderman/Deputy Jilk and Reuben
Sanchez, following his 9/14 assault on me.
This assault was not investigated because WCSO's mission is to avoid establishing probable cause at all costs,
apparently in support of the FBI's recently released report showing murders are up 30 percent in cities across the
nation. And WCSO compounded this egregious dereliction of duty by convincing my assigned victim's advocate to
withhold from me critical information about the case because I've lodged complaints against them.
Police not enforcing laws results in a high crime rate that is formally reported as a low crime rate in police statistics.
STEVEN MAGEE

The footage is shot from Deputy Linderman's body cam, standing about 10 feet away from Deputy Jilk while he
questions Reuben Sanchez about the assault.
The footage contains long gaps of silence – with Deputy Jilk and Sanchez still visibly talking – because a third
deputy arrived and started talking with Deputy Linderman and then a call on another matter came in. (You'd
think your deputies would have received training on the overlapping-conversation and privacy issues related to
body cams. Why even do interviews no one can hear?)
And if you're thinking I'm to blame for or somehow asked for all these crimes against me, you should know this
whole thing started after I paid Apollo Scott $100/hour on 1/10 to move dirt onto the exposed root systems of
three large trees on my property, any one of which will wipe out my house and me if they fall. (My house was half
destroyed in the past by a falling tree.)
On 1/29 I asked Scott to stop trespassing/trampling on the roots. Apollo Scott hates the word "no," so he and his
family immediately enlisted an ex-con (Reuben Sanchez) with a long history of DV, trespass, harassment/stalking,
burglary, and protection order violations, and his unhinged girlfriend (Danielle Brocker) to relentlessly harass and
stalk me, on almost a daily basis, since 1/29. This is a weak, cowardly, sociopathic mob that's found it can control
others in our community by weaponizing their children and unleashing the crazies on their neighbors.
Maybe if he'd been chasing your son or daughter or your wife/husband/partner, it would be enough to make you
sit up and notice that – throughout this entire interview – Sanchez exhibits not a shred of remorse or regret for
chasing somebody down a dark, steep, public road at dangerous, breakneck speeds. And notice how he controls
the interview throughout – manipulating and puppeteering and parroting the deputies, instead of answering
questions – and makes himself into the victim, instead of the aggressor. Which is why I don't expect to survive
this nightmare and is why I'm sending my attorney all the evidence so my daughter can pursue it after I'm gone.
And for the record, Executive Sidhu, Sheriff Elfo, and councilmembers, I am now fully trained in Tim Larkin's selfdefense methods (https://timlarkin.com/), plus I am proficient with handguns and am gaining proficiency with
knives, which makes me a very fit, strong, and dangerous 67-year-old woman.
My choice is always to not use violence. And I have consistently exercised that choice in this situation, but I'm not
running anymore; I'm not warning anymore. Since 1/29, these insane, antisocial, and asocial sociopaths have
harassed/stalked me, on almost a daily basis; knowingly and repeatedly trespassed on my property and assaulted
me at my front door; assaulted me on a nightly walk (see transcript below); and made criminal threats to kill me.
I'm tired of being prey – and of you allowing them to treat me like prey. So if you won't stop them, I will. I don't
pick fights, but I know how to end them. (Just the fact you sent 3 deputies to this interview with Sanchez speaks
volumes about how much you value your health and lives – and how little you value mine.)
You better hope you can find a jury of normal, sane people who wouldn't do the same to protect themselves or
their children or their partners. And a jury who won't think you're every bit the monsters these criminals are for
allowing and supporting and condoning it to continue for 8 months.

9/14/21 0:00 to 16:14 – SEP 14, 2021 9:56 PM
PDR 21-1708 2156/21A28564 BODY CAM FOOTAGE
(Jennifer Dubrow's comments and statements are listed in red.)
0:00 to 00:31 Audio silence.
00:32 to 12:43 Interview between Deputy Linderman/Deputy Jilk and Reuben Sanchez. Deputy Doe (his name
isn't listed in 21A28564) was also dispatched to the scene, but did not participate in the interview.
DEPUTY LINDERMAN and DEPUTY JILK: (After taking my statement at my house at 705 Summerset Way
98284 and driving up to Reuben Sanchez's house at 732 West Road 98284.) He's sitting right there on the porch
waiting for us.
MR. SANCHEZ: Hey. Sorry to have you come all the way out here.
DEPUTY LINDERMAN and DEPUTY JILK: (Laughing.)
MR. SANCHEZ: No, no, no, no. Let me tell my side first. (Indistinguishable.)
DEPUTY LINDERMAN: Hey, sir, just real quick, I want you to know you're being audio and videorecorded.
MR. SANCHEZ: No, that's cool because all my stories are true, okay? God's honest truth. Because I'm a
nice guy, and I always tell the truth. Even when I'm not and when I don't. (Which is all the time.)
DEPUTY LINDERMAN: Okay.
MR. SANCHEZ: But listen, listen, listen. Listen, I was standing right here. I was right here at my truck.
The man I saw on 9/14 was standing next to the passenger side of a 2008 gold Silverado truck (license
#C37537V, owned by Elizabeth Maria Mauricio), which was gone by the time the deputies arrived for this
interview. [See PHOTO #1] After I turned and began "backpedaling," he quickly opened the passenger side
door of that truck, reached in and retrieved a flashlight and then began assaulting/chasing me.
I was standing right here, and all of a sudden I saw somebody, right, like, behind your frickin' rig, and, and
she frickin' puts the light on me. Well, I'm blind, okay?
DEPUTY JILK: Right.
MR. SANCHEZ: And then, instantly I just, I had my flashlight right here (indicates hood of his truck). His
truck, license #C76104R, is not the truck I saw the man standing next to before the assault; that truck was gone
by the time the deputies arrived for this interview. [See PHOTO #1]
And I put my flashlight, and then I started walking and she started backpedaling. Next thing you know,
she's walking, so I mean, now there's distance between us, okay? A lot of distance. Reuben Sanchez's house is
416 feet (see PAGE 51) from my property line; he pursued me for 350 of those 416 feet. [See PHOTOS #3]
She's going down the hill, and I went down the hill because that's how far as I wanted to go because I
know she'd be turning [after 350 of fast walking/running, into my property], and if it was frickin' Jennifer – oh,
oh, when I got to the bottom of the turn [50 feet from my property line; I started screaming about 30 feet from
my property line, next to my next-door neighbor's house], she starts screaming bloody murder – like, dude
(stammering), I'm telling you, there's a lot of distance between us. He was no more than 15-20 feet behind me
the whole way; I started screaming because he was gaining on me, and I still had to round the curve and
navigate two barely visible speedbumps, over another 410 feet of dark, steep, public road (see PAGE 51).
I just wanted to make sure, see if it was her. You know, I mean, I couldn't tell. It was dark, and I just so
happened to be walking out here (demonstrates walking to his truck), and I was like this (indicates where he was
standing next to his truck), and when she put the light on me, she was backpedaling – so was it Jennifer? I don't
know where to begin. When I shone my light on the 2008 gold Silverado truck (license #C37537V, owned by
Elizabeth Maria Mauricio), I could see someone's feet under the truck, standing next to the passenger side

door. The fact the feet weren't moving is what made me stop and shine my flashlight on the barely discernible
figure after he moved slightly forward. When he just silently and fixedly stared back, I turned and started back
down the road. Sanchez admits here he "just wanted to make sure" it was me, so he clearly believed it was me
he was chasing, and he repeatedly admits he didn't start the assault until I was "backpedaling," meaning in
retreat. Last I looked, it's illegal to chase/assault people on public roads, no matter who you think you're
chasing.
DEPUTY JILK: Yeah.
MR. SANCHEZ: What's she doing up here at nine o'clock at night? Last I looked, we don't have a curfew
in my neighborhood, nor a restriction on taking nightly walks on public roads.
DEPUTY JILK: So people take walks around the neighborhood.
MR. SANCHEZ: Well, it sounds coincidental to me. What does this even mean? Why don't the deputies
ask him, "Coincidental to what?"
DEPUTY JILK: Well, hey, our concern is just, obviously, in her mind – and right, no, that's why we were
called, you know. In her mind, she was getting close to your house and, then, I don't know how she would expect
you would know who that was. Does it matter if he knew who I was? Is it legal to assault anyone on public
roads?
But, of course, in her mind, what she's thinking is that you knew who that was and started to pursue her
down the street.
MR. SANCHEZ: Pursue her? That's what it's called when you chase someone over 350 feet, down a
dark, steep, public road at dangerous, breakneck speeds.
DEPUTY JILK: Well (stammering), those are my words, sir. Great way to let the criminal take control of
the interview, which happens repeatedly throughout, in this and Deputy Thompson's interviews with Sanchez.
MR. SANCHEZ: Okay, because, listen, listen, it was really weird, okay? Because it seemed like forever, like
when she was [demonstrates shining the flashlight on him].
DEPUTY JILK: What do you mean?
MR. SANCHEZ: I've never seen her up here. She doesn't ever leave her house. I have hundreds of
videos/photos of me out and about in my neighborhood, including by Sanchez's house, at all hours of the day
and night, many of which I took of suspicious-looking characters who appeared to be casing the neighborhood,
which I sent to Sergeant Laughlin and Deputy Baker. (And many of them are between 1-3 a.m. when
Sanchez/Scott strike.)
DEPUTY JILK: Well, what she told us is that she takes walks, nightly walks through the – you know, just
nightly walks. I don't know –
MR. SANCHEZ: I have never seen her, and you know what, I've caught a lot of people up here in the
middle of the night, and what I'm saying is you never know when I'm going to be walking out, and I'm, hey, I'm a
real nice guy. I don't want no PJ (phonetic) problems with her. Yeah, that's why you've been implicated by your
accomplice, Apollo Scott, in animal torture/killings, vehicle sabotage, bogus alibis, have been trespassed and
cited for criminal trespass in the second degree on my property, and why you threatened/offered to kill me in
March. This assault was just an actual attempt to kill me, personally or by making me fall onto hard pavement.
DEPUTY JILK: No, you know, just given the history, it sounds like – I, personally, have not been out here
before to talk with you, to deal with, but it sounds like there's been some history, you know, some recent history,
you know –

MR. SANCHEZ: If that's how you want to call it, but for me, ever since she came up here the first time, she
(stammering) – I don't know, I've got a pocketful of literature she's just been putting out – I mean, slandering me
up and down. Is that even legal? What happened to "I've never seen her up here before"? And Commissioner
Anthony Parise ruled in his dismissal of an antiharassment petition brought against me on 8/18 by Apollo
Scott's parents that the reward flyers "do not constitute unlawful harassment as defined by RCW 10.14."
DEPUTY JILK: Well, I (stammering) you mean, she's literally handing out pieces of literature? This is how
you allow criminals to control the interview and manipulate and puppeteer you. I have posted, since May, the
reward flyers on a street sign at the end of my property, until Sean Horton with Glenroads forced me to take
them down, in a vicious and cowardly exercise in selective enforcement of rules.
MR. SANCHEZ: Yeah. Can I go grab them? It'll take you like 5 minutes to read it. I just accumulated this
stuff at the store.
DEPUTY LINDERMAN: Yeah, we're not going to take 5 minutes to read it. But – so how come you started
going after this person? This is how you firmly and decisively stop the criminals from controlling the interview
and manipulating and puppeteering you.
MR. SANCHEZ: (Stammering.) Because I didn't know who it was (extensive stammering), I'm just
neighborhood watch. What a joke. GLC has neighborhood watch info on its website (see PAGE 52), and it
doesn't list him. He puts our HOA at high risk of liability every time he tells these lies and every time our HOA
suffers him to trespass on others' property and clear trees in the dark/high winds, without permission or
authorization. Eventually, he'll fake an injury, and we'll be paying for him to remain unemployed the rest of his
life. (Check with Bekki Dodd, office@glenhavenlakes.com, and Sean Horton, glenroadsboard@gmail.com, about
whether they've authorized/permitted Reuben Sanchez to assault/chase any man, woman, or child.)
She was already backpedaling. I'm telling you, I've never seen her up here; never. So does he chase
everyone walking on that public road who turns and starts "backpedaling," in a clear signal they don't wish to
engage? And what happened to "ever since she came up here the first time"?
DEPUTY LINDERMAN: At what point did you know it was her?
MR. SANCHEZ: (Stammering.) I wouldn't even know, you know, like, I'm blinded. So when she started
running – How do you assault/chase someone while blinded? Once again, he admits he didn't begin chasing
me until I started "backpedaling," clearly signaling I was retreating and didn't want to engage.
I mean, what the hell are you running for? Why are you running? There's no reason to run. And then
starts screaming bloody murder and everything? I already talked to Chuck (Carrell, 727 West Road); I talked to
Jon (Winter, 724 West Road). What? No answer for him, Deputy Jilk? Here's one: Because every animal in the
world will run if chased, especially if it knows the animal/predator chasing it wants to harm/kill it.
I would have went down and talked to the other neighbors but, all I can say is, I just assumed it was her,
but I'm telling you right now, man, that chick doesn't take walks at night. She doesn't ever leave her house. He
just "assumed" it was me, yet kept chasing. The only reason I don't leave my house to shop/swim as often as I
used to is because Sanchez/Scott commit crimes on my property in my absence. Sanchez has seen me out
walking hundreds of times, and he sees me working on my property on almost a daily basis while he's
harassing/stalking me by driving – back and forth and back and forth and back and forth – by my house on
average of 5 times a day, wildly waving signs out his driver side window or putting signs in the back of his truck,
with the gate down so I can see them, or parked in the road yelling and swearing at me (i.e., "You get your ass
back here. Hey, you get your ass back here" and [to my neighbor standing next to me] "She's a freak. I don't
know why anyone would fucking come here") and refusing to leave, or speeding off with my wood in the back
of his truck, which got him cited for criminal trespass in the second degree.
DEPUTY JILK: Yeah.
MR. SANCHEZ: I mean, I'm sorry you guys even came out here, bro. That's why I've been waiting out here
[indicates his porch]. Is she really mad? You know how many cops it takes to come see Reub? All of them.

DEPUTY LINDERMAN and DEPUTY JILK: (Extended laughter.) Let's all bond with the criminals in "good
old boys who hate women and want to see them harmed/killed" fashion.
MR. SANCHEZ: I mean, I'm a real nice – you can't – Yeah, all those criminal threats to kill me and
trespassing and animal torture/killings and harassment/stalking are proof of that one.
(Third deputy arrives on scene.) The fact WCSO dispatched 3 deputies to this interview with Sanchez
speaks volumes about how much you value your health and lives – and how little you value mine.
DEPUTY LINDERMAN to DEPUTY JILK: Yeah, I forgot to tell him not to come.
DEPUTY JILK: Hey, listen. Hey, we just wanted to touch base with you, based on – you know, yeah,
because (stammering) it is – I totally understand: a flashlight in your face, you don't know who that is, they're
turning around – Yeah, I TOTALLY understand why you'd assault/chase someone who's clearly indicating they're
retreating and don't want to engage. Let's all bond with the criminals in "good old boys who hate women and
want to see them harmed/killed" fashion.
DEPUTY LINDERMAN: [To arriving third deputy.] Sorry, my bad, I forgot to tell you (unintelligible). I'm
sorry. The fact WCSO dispatched 3 deputies to this interview with Sanchez speaks volumes about how much
you value your health and lives – and how little you value mine.
MR. SANCHEZ: It was weird because, you know –
DEPUTY JILK: I suppose (unintelligible) she didn't want to get into a conflict with you (unintelligible) but
I'm assuming she saw you and eventually turned around and then she told us she thought you were chasing her.
It sounds like you did pursue her a little bit. How far down the road did you get? "A little bit"? Way to put
words in the criminal's mouth and discount the fact he chased me over 350 feet, to within 50 feet of my
property line. Why are you coaching him?
MR. SANCHEZ: Just to the – just to the bottom because I knew she was going to turn into her frickin'
house. He "knew" I was going to turn into my frickin' house. Another admission he knew it was me he was
chasing – while he was chasing me – but didn't stop chasing until I started screaming "bloody murder." One
wonders what would have happened if I didn't have such good lungs or hadn't been an athlete all my life.
DEPUTY JILK: Well, then that's a ways down. As I stated to the deputies, I was opposite my next-door
neighbor's house, within 30 feet of my property, and he was no more than 20 feet behind me the whole way –
and gaining on me because I was afraid of falling on a previously shattered wrist and on a bone-on-bone knee
and knew I still had over 410 feet to go – when I started screaming "bloody murder."
MR. SANCHEZ: No, but, why are you running, though? If you're not doing anything wrong? Why are you
chasing me after I turned and "backpedaled"? That's a clear signal – in any culture, in any species – that
someone or something is retreating and doesn't wish to engage. And you're not neighborhood watch, bro.
DEPUTY LINDERMAN: You know, at some point in time, you knew it was her.
MR. SANCHEZ: Honestly, man, I didn't know anything because it was too much distance between us, bro.
DEPUTY JILK: And at some point in time, you said you kept chasing, you knew she was going to turn into
her house.
MR. SANCHEZ: I can only assume, is what I'm saying. It's dark out here. There's no lights. My front door
light was off when I was standing here. What happened to "I knew she was going to turn into her frickin'
house"? And the light blazing at Sanchez's house during this interview was the same light backlighting the man
standing by his truck, plus his neighbors' houses are always well-lit. [See PHOTOS #2]

DEPUTY JILK: Okay.
MR. SANCHEZ: I'm telling you, man, what was she doing up here? Lurking? Yes, I often lurk when I'm
taking walks on public roads. Another shining example the criminal is completely controlling the interview.
DEPUTY JILK: Well, I don't know. I told you what she told us, which is –
MR. SANCHEZ: And I'm telling you, what I'm telling you: I'm not chasing anybody – if I thought she was
doing a crime or something, maybe I would have tackled her, but the whole thing is, she was shining a light in my
face for what reason? So now he chased me over 350 feet down a dark, steep, public road because I shone a
light in his face over 350 feet further up the road because he was behaving strangely? What happened to
chasing me because he's neighborhood watch? His answers change so constantly and are so contradictory and
inconsistent, yet the deputy never picks up on it and does follow-up/probing/countervailing questions to catch
him in the lies, contradictions, and inconsistencies. Just like Deputy Baker failed to do on 5/21 with him.
DEPUTY JILK: Well, that's a good question. Why is it a good question? Does anyone in our country have
the right to chase anyone else down dark, steep, public roads, with the clear intent to do them harm, after
admitting they knew I wasn't "doing a crime"? Let's all bond with the criminals in "good old boys who hate
women and want to see them harmed/killed" fashion.
MR. SANCHEZ: And then it's like, as I seen she was already going like this (indicates turning
around/backpedaling), I grabbed my flashlight, and I was just – who is this person, man? Normal people sit and
go, like, you'd be talking to me, anybody – Normal, sane people don't do all the things Reuben Sanchez and
Apollo Scott and their families have done since 1/29, when I asked Scott to stop trespassing on my property.
DEPUTY JILK: Were they shining the light on you the entire time? I told the deputies I shone the
flashlight on his barely discernible figure for about 20 seconds. When he slightly moved forward, but stayed
silently and fixedly staring at me, I lowered the flashlight, turned and started "backpedaling," which is when I
heard him open his passenger side door to retrieve, apparently, a flashlight, turned it on, stepped onto the
public road, and began chasing me. I wouldn't have begun screaming bloody murder if I didn't know his intent
was to harm/kill me. And this incident happened before I learned he made criminal threats to kill me in March.
MR. SANCHEZ: Yeah, the whole frickin' time. Like stalking me, for what? I wasn't aware people walking
at night are "stalking." I'll be sure to tell my neighbors to stop all their stalking and lurking on nightly walks.
DEPUTY JILK: Okay.
MR. SANCHEZ: I'm telling you guys, I wish that I would have never – none of this would ever have
occurred. All I know is, I'm cool to the game. I don't want no (unintelligible), the whole – when you're this close
to my place [standing/walking on a public road that over a hundred people traverse, by vehicle and on foot,
every day], and then all of a sudden you start running, backpedaling – No remorse or regret, except self-pity.
DEPUTY JILK: Yeah, yeah. I assume you have a phone that works down here, and you could give us a call,
as well; right?
MR. SANCHEZ: Oh, I wanted to, but I didn't want to, I didn't want to – I really wanted to call you guys so
you could laughingly and sympathetically support my many contradictions and lies and discrepancies in this
statement, but I also really wanted to assault my neighbor so you could believe all my many contradictions and
lies and discrepancies and not ask a single follow-up/probing/countervailing question about my absurd,
inconsistent, and contradictory answers.
DEPUTY JILK: Well, I'm just saying, you know, instead of pursuing someone you don't know
(unintelligible) –

MR. SANCHEZ: You guys have better things to do, man. I'm just looking out for you, bro. I commit all of
my criminal acts out of the goodness of my heart and with you in mind, man. And WCSO makes sure to record
them that way in all their reports, along with Thompson repeatedly calling into question my credibility, without
ever asking for proof/verification that were available for the asking.
DEPUTY JILK: Well, but then again, here we are. I mean –
MR. SANCHEZ: But, but, all right, so you're telling me I should have called? No, you should continue
breaking the law by chasing anyone you want to down a dark, steep, public road at dangerous, breakneck
speeds. Even if it's a child or a teenager or an elderly, disabled person or someone's wife, et cetera.
DEPUTY JILK: Well, I'm saying if you have a concern that there's crime going on, or a possible crime, give
us a call.
MR. SANCHEZ: I would – I wanted to (stammering), man, bro. I don't even know why she called the cops
on (unintelligible) because she was the one up here doing who knows what. Yeah, man, bro, that who-knowswhat nightly walking is really scary and always elicits being assaulted/chased down a dark, steep, public road at
dangerous, breakneck speeds by the other insane sociopaths in the neighborhood.
DEPUTY JILK: Well, I'm trying to explain it again, she thought you were chasing her.
MR. SANCHEZ: Chasing her? Second verse, same as the first. He and Scott take the cake at playing
dumb and lying. And torturing/killing innocent animals. And groping young boys in the dark, et cetera.
DEPUTY JILK: (Laughter.) Well, you did say to me that, I mean –
MR. SANCHEZ: Chasing her? I mean, I'm in my slippers; I'm just walking (indicates by slowly shuffling
around). Walking. But, there was so much distance between us, man. There was no reason for her to yell. Or
scream, like "I'm comin' at ya" (in menacing voice). So him assaulting/chasing me over 350 feet, to within 50
feet of my property line, wasn't "I'm comin' at ya"? The jury will love that one.
Are you kidding? Right – as soon as I get to this corner, I can see where you're going to go – you're going
down the hill. What? I just – just wanted to make sure – I started running because the heavy, nonslipper-like
footfalls were gaining on me, and continued gaining on me, which is why I started screaming "bloody murder."
DEPUTY JILK: Well, I'm not trying to make this into something more than what you made it. Heaven
forbid, we should call it what it is: ASSAULT and HARASSMENT.
MR. SANCHEZ: I don't want it to be anything.
DEPUTY JILK: (Pointing toward street) Is that what I'm seeing? That street light. Is that the corner?
MR. SANCHEZ: No, negative. I was right here (indicates road before it dips down). Like it's still in the
dark. It's actually still in the light, which even a cursory investigation would have proven, and only gets dark
after you round the corner and start down the hill. His house is 416 feet from my property line; he
assaulted/chased me over 350 of those 416 feet, to within 50 feet of my property line.
DEPUTY JILK: Oh, right there (pointing about 40 feet down the road). Sanchez chased me over 350 feet,
to within 50 feet of my property line, and this directly contradicts what he says above about "when I got to the
bottom of the turn."
MR. SANCHEZ: Yeah. We're still in the dark. Yeah, we're still in the dark. I'm just (stammering). I haven't
been in trouble in so many years, man. See 10-year protection/restraining order his ex-wife had to obtain to
protect herself and her two boys and the 8 SWPD and MVPD reports I've attached to these emails for all the
crimes he's pled guilty to, including DV, harassment/stalking, trespassing, burglary, protection order violations.

DEPUTY JILK: Oh, right there. Well, I don't know if there's any trouble now. I wanted to just touch base
with you and see what was going on, and we sort of thought maybe it was nothing – Of course you thought
maybe it was nothing, so there's no trouble, Mr. Sanchez. You just go right on chasing anyone you want to
down dark, steep, public roads at dangerous, breakneck speeds. We'll just be along afterward to encourage
and support and condone it. Again.
MR. SANCHEZ: Well, that's how I know – I'm not chasing anyone. Like if you were doing a crime or
something, I'd have to chase you down, but the whole thing is, is normal people would chat. Like, oh, hey, how
you doing? True, not stay semi-hidden behind their truck, staring silently and fixedly for 20 seconds, and then
begin pursuing someone over 350 feet, to within 50 feet of their property, after they clearly signal they are
retreating and don't wish to engage by turning and "backpedaling." Why do neither of the deputies ever tell
him it's ILLEGAL to assault people by chasing them down dark, steep, public roads at dangerous, breakneck
speeds? No matter who it is or who you think it is.
DEPUTY JILK: Oh, right there. Well, but you guys have had this past –
MR. SANCHEZ: But, it was, I mean, you guys weren't here, man. (Stammering.) It was just – God's
honest truth, man, you weren't here to see me chase her down a dark, steep, public road at dangerous,
breakneck speeds. Or hear her screaming "bloody murder."
DEPUTY JILK: No, no, no. I'm saying, I don't know what, exactly, has gone on between you and her in the
recent past, but, whatever it was, again, I wasn't personally involved in that, and that's why I'm not personally
familiar with it, but whatever it was, it's gotten her where she's had you guys trespassed from her – right? – from
her property. Correct? Right? So this – there's something – He was also cited for criminal trespass in the
second degree on 9/6, which carries maximum penalties of 90 days in prison and $1000 in fines, so how come
no mention of that "history"?
MR. SANCHEZ: For what reason, though? Like, I, I, you know what, how about this, how about this –
Danielle got the trespassing ticket. I just happened to be here and he goes, "Oh, and it goes for you too, Reuben."
Well, I didn't even do anything. This "I didn't even do anything" is a common refrain of his.
DEPUTY LINDERMAN: Yeah, we're not going to talk about that case. This is how you firmly and decisively
stop the criminals from controlling the interview and manipulating and puppeteering you.
MR. SANCHEZ: But that's what I'm saying – that's how that happened –
12:44 to 13:17 Audio silence (privacy). Deputy Jilk and Reuben Sanchez are visibly still talking, but what they're
saying is inaudible.
13:18 to 14:24 Deputy Linderman is visible and audibly walking around; it's unclear what he's doing at this point.
Since he's wearing the body cam, it's also unknown what Deputy Jilk and Sanchez are doing or if they're still
talking.
14:25 to 14:51 Deputy Linderman and Deputy Jilk are walking back to vehicle.
DEPUTY LINDERMAN: I think we're clearing this, and I don't know if he's going to go back and touch base
with her or not, but (unintelligible). (Video shows him walking again.) No one came back to touch base with me
or verify any of Sanchez's lies or contradictions or discrepancies in his statements. We wouldn't want a clearcut case of assault to sully those stellar, corrupt crime rates/statistics and force us to actually do our jobs of
protecting and serving the public.
14:52 to 16:14 Audio silence (privacy). Apparently, field deputies received no training on using body cams
because there are long gaps of silence in this footage while Deputy Linderman is talking over Deputy Jilk/Sanchez
with the third dispatched deputy, and again when another call comes in.
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REUBEN SANCHEZ PROPERTY

I started screaming about 30 feet
from my property line (lower GREEN
dot) because I knew I still had over
410 feet to run (see RED route),
including over two barely discernible
speedbumps, and Reuben Sanchez
showed no sign of stopping the
assault/chase.
If he had continued chasing me,
despite the screaming, I would have
activated my security system as I
reached the driveway because I now
wear 24/7 a panic pendant for their
assaults.
Since WCSO refuses to document or
investigate the assaults, activating
my security system is just a really
loud way to scare them off.

JENNIFER DUBROW PROPERTY

GLENHAVEN LAKES
COMMUNITY

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 11:46 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Since 1/29 when I asked Apollo Scott to stop trespassing on my property, he and his sociopathic parents
(Tania/James Scott) and ex-con/unhinged friends (Reuben Sanchez/Danielle Brocker) have conducted a relentless
campaign of harassment/stalking, trespassing, and Godfatheresque violence and threats, on almost a daily basis.
Because WCSO refuses to protect and serve or document and do even basic, cursory investigations of these
incidents – even clear-cut assault and laughably bogus alibis – their behavior escalates daily in evermore brazen
harassment/stalking and assaults. (See photos/transcript below of Brocker's 8/2 harassment/stalking and
assault that got both her and Reuben Sanchez formally trespassed from my property, in a rare and incredibly
impressive instance of WCSO actually doing their jobs. I am in your debt, Deputy Heinrich.)
I have over 700 videos/photos of this behavior, going back to 5/21 when I installed game cams to capture their
almost daily harassment/stalking, including often stopping on the road to yell and swear at me (i.e., "You get your
ass back here. Hey, you get your ass back here" and [to my neighbor standing next to me] "She's a freak. I don't
know why anyone would fucking come here") and taunt me with all the things WCSO has supported, condoned,
and encouraged them to do for over 8 months.
Today was no different. As I was double-checking for more of the over 900 roofing nails they've thrown onto my
driveway between 9/9 (first hearing for AHPO/ASPO petition on Apollo Scott) and 9/23 (last hearing for
AHPO/ASPO petition on Apollo Scott), Danielle Brocker once again harassed/stalked me, in her inimitably
unhinged way.

10/4/21 9:07 a.m.
Danielle Brocker drove up Crest
Lane, brought her car to a full
stop, a short distance from where
I was checking for more roofing
nails, and yelled in a taunting
voice, "I can still drive by your
house, you know."
She then drove up the road a
short distance, stopped, exited
her car, and continued yelling at
me, "I'm allowed to drive by this
house, right?"

8/2/21 6:58 PM Danielle Brocker arrives at my
property, illegally trespasses 90 feet to my
front door, shoves a camera in my face,
refuses to tell me who she is, and refuses to
leave (see transcript below).

Danielle Brocker peels out in a cloud of dust, spraying
gravel in a 15-foot radius, including on me and my cat.

8/2/2021 6:58 P.M.
TRANSCRIPT OF DANIELLE BROCKER'S ILLEGAL TRESPASSING AND VERBAL/PHYSICAL ATTACK
DBrocker (after illegally trespassing over 100 feet of driveway and deck, knowing my property is posted, and shoving a
camera in my face at my front door, which took all my self-control to not slap out of her hand) You live here? Right? And you
have all these allegations against this kid? (See reward flyer.)
JDubrow: I'm going to call the police. You're trespassing.
DBrocker (walking back toward car – followed by me to take picture of license plate because I didn't know who she
was) What more do you want? You're making up stories about these children. What do you want? What do you
want? What do you want from everyone? I'll even straighten up all this shit for you. I'll pick up all this shit for you (tossing
compost bags around). Look. Where do you want it? You don't do anything for anybody except be a nuisance.
JDubrow: You need to leave.
DBrocker: Look, how do you want them (indicating compost bags)? Huh? I'll do more than you'll ever do. Here. You want
to shake hands? You want to meet? You want to be a human? Human (clapping hands aggressively and angrily at
me). Human. Get that part?
JDubrow: You need to leave.
DBrocker: You have kids, supposedly, right? How many people do you sue?
JDubrow: You need to leave.
DBrocker: You just go suing people, don't you?
JDubrow: You need to leave.
DBrocker: For fun?
JDubrow: You need to leave.
DBrocker: Is that what you do?
JDubrow: You need to leave.
DBrocker: Did the judge not kick you out? And tell you. And now you're trying to sue the cops? [Note to cops: I'm not.]
JDubrow: You need to leave.
DBrocker: Huh?
JDubrow: You need to leave.
DBrocker: I have copies of everything.
JDubrow: You need to leave.
DBrocker: Yeah. All of it.
JDubrow: I don't want any more contact with you. At all. (Deputy Heinrich trespassed both Danielle Brocker and Reuben
Sanchez from my property, within 30 minutes of this incident.)
DBrocker: I never wanted contact with you. You know what? I just want to stand up for these kids that you're posting
about. (See reward flyer, which Commissioner Parise ruled in his dismissal of an antiharassment petition brought against
me on 8/18 by Apollo Scott's parents "do not constitute unlawful harassment as defined by RCW 10.14.")
JDubrow: You need to leave.
DBrocker: These minors.
JDubrow: You need to leave.
DBrocker: Okay? In the neighborhood.
JDubrow: You need to leave.
DBrocker: Let's be humans.
JDubrow: Go on. Just get out of here.
DBrocker: I'm the one who put up all those nice signs that say, Be a good neighbor; Be a...you know, all that shit. You know
that. I'm the one that did that. Not you.
JDubrow: Oh, you're Danielle Brocker! You're Danielle Brocker! The passive-aggressive crazy lady. Okay. Thanks [for the
name].
DBrocker: No, you're the crazy lady.
JDubrow: Thank you [for the name].
DBrocker: Now I'm crazy? Now I'm crazy? Which officer are you calling? You don't belong here.

On Wed, Oct 6, 2021 at 2:34 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:

Subject:

Whatcom County Sheriff Office, Executive, and Councilmembers
Appearing in the Theatre of the Absurd

Please see attached.
No amount of community policing will cause the common people to accept a known corrupt police department.
Police not enforcing laws results in a high crime rate that is formally reported as a low crime rate in police statistics.
STEVEN MAGEE
The problem with law enforcement is not corruption, but an absolute denial of that corruption.
ABHIJIT NASKAR, Boldly Comes Justice: Sentient Not Silent

ATTACHMENTS
EMAILS.WCSO+SIDHU+COUNCIL.pdf

On Wed, Oct 6, 2021 at 3:02 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:

Subject: Whatcom County Sheriff Office, Executive, and Councilmembers
Appearing in the Theatre of the Absurd
Please see attached.
No amount of community policing will cause the common people to accept a known corrupt police department.
Police not enforcing laws results in a high crime rate that is formally reported as a low crime rate in police statistics.
STEVEN MAGEE
The problem with law enforcement is not corruption, but an absolute denial of that corruption.
ABHIJIT NASKAR, Boldly Comes Justice: Sentient Not Silent

ATTACHMENTS
EMAILS.WCSO+SIDHU+COUNCIL.pdf

On Thu, Oct 7, 2021 at 11:17 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:

Subject: WCSO Refusal to Protect and Serve and Act with Integrity
I know from experience you'll hide behind the Blue Wall of Silence, just like WCSO is doing, but thought you'd like
to see some vivid examples of your fellow law enforcement officers' consistent refusals to protect and serve and
act with integrity. (Especially page 36, where Sheriff Elfo granted LEOFF benefits to Dustin Hurlbut that no other
law enforcement officer in the state receives.)
No amount of community policing will cause the common people to accept a known corrupt police department.
Police not enforcing laws results in a high crime rate that is formally reported as a low crime rate in police statistics.
STEVEN MAGEE
The problem with law enforcement is not corruption, but an absolute denial of that corruption.
ABHIJIT NASKAR, Boldly Comes Justice: Sentient Not Silent

ATTACHMENTS
EMAILS.WCSO+SIDHU+COUNCIL.pdf

On Thu, Oct 7, 2021 at 11:06 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:

Subject: WCSO Sheriff Bill Elfo Corruption – LEOFF Benefits
You may want to check out page 36 in the attached complaint to WCSO Sheriff Elfo, Executive Satpal Sidhu,
councilmembers, and investigators with The Washington Post and The Seattle Times.

ATTACHMENTS
EMAILS.WCSO+SIDHU+COUNCIL.pdf

On Fri, Oct 8, 2021 at 12:15 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Subject:

WCSO Sheriff Elfo, Executive Sidhu, Councilmembers, and GLC/GR Boardmembers
Appearing in the Theatre of the Absurd

Good morning, Deputy Hentz ~
Please send me an evidence link for 21A27747 for photos of roofing nails thrown onto my driveway by Reuben
Sanchez/Apollo Scott/Affiliated Parties between 9/30 and 10/8.
The screenshot below is from a video showing a young deer painfully limping across the same area on my
driveway where the monsters threw over 900 roofing nails. Many deer traverse that exact same pathway every
day and night, so the odds are high many more were injured by the daily/nightly crimes you refused to
investigate.
There's a special circle in hell for people like you – from law enforcement to executive to councilmembers to GLC
and GR boardmembers – who are willing to allow this kind of thing to continue. Every single agonizing, stabbing
step that little deer takes, on probably more than one nail embedded in its hoof – right up to the time it can no
longer walk and dies slowly of starvation or sepsis – is on you. Every single monstrous one of you.

And below is proof from GLC's website that Reuben Sanchez isn't "neighborhood watch," as he told Deputy
Linderman and Deputy Jilk on 9/14, as justification for assaulting me by chasing me down a dark, steep, public
road at dangerous, breakneck speeds.
The deputies didn't question that absurd statement and let him control and drive almost the entire interview
because WCSO will do anything to avoid establishing probable cause and actually charging criminals with crimes.
Police not enforcing laws results in a high crime rate that is formally reported as a low crime rate in police statistics.
STEVEN MAGEE

On Sun, Oct 10, 2021 at 9:15 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Subject:

www.glenhavenSINS.com

If you've been part of encouraging, supporting, and condoning the relentless harassment/stalking, burglary,
trespassing, and verbal/physical attacks (including Glenhaven Hub cyberattacks/bullying) on me since 1/29 by
Apollo Scott, Tania/James Scott, Reuben Sanchez, Danielle Brocker, and others, feel free to pick whichever
definition above best fits you and your personal beliefs.
I am launching this website this week: www.glenhavenSINS.com
The domain will be conspicuously posted on a large sandwich board in front of my house, just outside the road
ROW, and it will contain individual tabs for each of the players who have committed and/or encouraged,
supported, and condoned the relentless predations, threats, and violence since 1/29, including the
Godfatheresque torture/killing of animals.
It will also include the attached file and all other public record evidence, which includes the sworn testimony of
Apollo and Tania Scott throwing Reuben Sanchez and Danielle Brocker under the bus for felony harassment, and
any evidence produced in court that is not in the attached file.
And don't even think of trying to viciously and selectively enforce your signs rule, GLC, like GR did. I have many,
many photos of CC&R violations all over Glenhaven. A jury isn't going to believe you allowed all those rules
violations (clear-cutting trees, habitation of temporary structures, noncompanion animals, etc.), and then were
justified in selectively enforcing a rule that's against public policy and prevents an elderly, disabled woman from
taking steps to protect her health and life. Because no one else will. Jen

On Mon, Oct 11, 2021 at 11:58 AM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Attached are:
– no-contact order on Reuben Sanchez for his ex-wife (this order was extended to a 10-year period after Sanchez
repeatedly violated it – notice the firearms prohibition, which fits with every woman's account in police reports of
being afraid he'd kill them and their children )
– protection order for his ex-wife's two boys (this order was extended to a 10-year period after Sanchez
repeatedly violated it – notice the firearms prohibition, which fits with every woman's account in police reports of
being afraid he'd kill them and their children )
– EMAILS file, updated with this email and clearer images than prior versions
And below is a rough draft of the www.glenhavenSINS.com sign being posted this week in front of my house.
I'll also include a tab on www.glenhavenSINS.com with rewards offered for identification of neighbors
harassing/stalking me over multiple days (see screenshot below from multiple videos of a car with no license
plates, front or back, that drove up Crest Lane and stopped in front of my house multiple times on 10/9 and
10/10, with the driver peering up at my house for an extended period, then slowly returned down Crest Lane).

On Fri, Oct 15, 2021 at 2:17 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Subject:

Photos of Roofing Nail Suspects + Posting/Distribution of www.glenhavenSINS.com

Good afternoon, Deputy Hentz ~
I haven't received a response to my last three requests for evidence links for 21A27747 for the 2-6 roofing nails
still appearing on a nightly basis on my driveway. Last night, the count was 2 roofing nails.
As I've repeatedly told WCSO officers and command staff, Apollo Scott/Reuben Sanchez commit their crimes
against me and the companion animals/wildlife between 1-3 p.m. Last night they arrived a little late, at 1:33 p.m.,
driving south on Summerset Way and then driving back and forth in front of my house.
When they saw me photographing them, they sped down Crest Lane and didn't return. (Just the fact one of my
eight game cams picked them up is proof they're normally on foot, avoiding the game cams, to deliver the over
900 roofing nails onto my driveway.)
The time- and date-stamped screenshots below are from videos I've posted on the PHOTOS tab of my website
– www.glenhavenSINS.com – with a reward for positive identification, since WCSO has refused to do anything
about these monsters for over 8 months now, knowing they'll be throwing roofing nails onto my driveway every
morning between 1-4 a.m., as regular as clockwork.
I've contacted (and will now vote for) Rebecca Lewis about these issues, in the hope she wins against my
pathetically nonresponsive councilmember, Tyler Bird. You're every bit as much a coward as the criminals are,
Tyler, and you now have the pain and suffering of all those animals on your conscience. If any of you have those.
As I told Apollo Scott when this all started, there is only one inviolable human law in this life:
You reap what you sow.
I'll also be emailing/mailing my domain – www.glenhavenSINS.com – to all realtors with houses listed in the
Glenhaven area. Apparently, given the lack of response from WCSO, Executive Sidhu, and all the councilmembers,
only money speaks in this situation. So that's where I'll go.

$500 REWARD
10/15/2021 3:33-3:37 AM GOLDISH CAR –
SUSPECTS IN ROOFING NAIL CRIMES

On Fri, Oct 15, 2021 at 4:24 PM Jen <jenniferdubrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Subject: Billboard – www.glenhavenSINS.com
I'm also going to have the domain, www.glenhavenSINS.com, posted on a billboard in Bellingham, as soon as I
figure out the best location for maximum viewership. Jen

